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Introduction

The HP 49G is the first calculatorthat features both an algebraic-entry interface and the RPN (Reverse Polish
Notation) interface so familiar to users of other HP calculators. With its powerful computer algebra system,

the HP 49G is the most advanced scientific calculator to-date. It does all ofthe following (and more):

- Allows easy retrieval of previous answers and entries;

- Displays algebraic expressions in textbook format;

» Generates tables (including a ZOOM feature);

= Does dimensional analysis with units;

= Works with functions, parametric and polar equations, conic sections and inequalities;

+ Solves equations;

= Doesfinancialcalculations;

- Computes and organizes statistical data;

= Does symbolic algebra and calculus;

= Operates with vectors, matrices, lists and complex numbers.

How to Use This Guide

This guide offers a quick beginning overview ofthe basic features of the HP 49G. It can also serve as a quick

reference guide in the future, after you're already comfortable with the basics.

Presentation

Unlike a reference manual, the contents here are ordered in a sequence most usefulfor getting acquainted

with the HP 49G; you'll learn the most basic (and most used) features ofthe calculatorfirst. The first half of

the guide is designed to get you quickly up-to-speed on performing computations, entering formulas,

graphing functions and making tables. The second half introduces you to a variety of additional features:
parametric and polar equations, equation solving, complex numbers,lists, vectors, matrices and statistics.

Conventions

In this guide, many keystrokes are indicated by labelled keys: etc. Forshifted key func-

tions—those appearing on the keyboard in blue or red—the notation here will include those shift keys:

(SIMTH], (2 CLEAR], (EVAL), etc. For alphabetic characters, keystrokes will usually show the necessary
ALPHA] keystroke, too. Keystrokescorresponding to menu items are indicated as such (e.g. IHN, ETE],
TTR etc). To select a menu item, simply press the key directly beneath it (i.e. one of the keys - (F8).
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Basic Information

Physical Features

Cover

When you're ready to use the HP 49G,its translucent coverslides down off the front of the calculator. The
easiest way to do thisis to press with your thumbs gently on the center of the coverjust under the HP logo,
sliding the cover downward as you press. Then slide the cover onto the back of the machine during use.
When you're done, replace the cover over the front of the keyboard for protection.

Batteries

The HP 49G uses three AAA batteries, located in the lower compartmentin the back of the calculator. You

should get several months ofservice from a set of batteries. Even when you take the batteries out, the cal-

culator's memory will be maintained for a few minutes, allowing you to change the batteries without a loss

ofstored information.

Ports

The upper end of the HP 49G containsits door to the outside world. It's a 10-prong serial port for connect-

ing your calculator to a computer, another calculator, or to an overhead device.

Contrast control

To lighten or darken the screen contrast, just hold down while pressing (=) or respectively.
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Keys and the Keyboard

The Key

The key (Lower left corner ofthe keyboard) not only powers up your HP 49G butalso serves as a gen-
eral purpose key (note the label underneath). If you leave your calculator on for a few minutes
without pressing any keys,it will automatically shut off to save battery power (or you can turn it off your-

self via (OFF). When you press (ON) again,the screen should lookjust as it did when you leftit; the mem-

ory of the calculatoris continuously maintained, even when the calculatoris off.

The shift keys

Right above are three shift keys. The blue left-shift key, ($3), and the red right-shift key, (2), activate

the operations or menus indicated by the correspondingly colored labels directly above each key. Notice

that when a shift key has been pressed so thatthe shiftis in effect, the corresponding shift symbol appears

at the top ofthe screen. Notice, too, that these shift keys are simple toggle switches: if you accidentally
press one,just pressit again to turn it off.

Thethird shift key is (ALPHA), which gives you accessto theletters of the alphabetthat appear on the lower

right of most keys. When has been pressed, an @ appearsat the top of the screen,indicating that

all keys will now give their alphabetic charcaters, if any. This @ mode will turn off again after one character,

unless you press (ALPHAJALPHA] to lock it on so you can type several characters in a row. Then a third press
unlocks it. (Alternatively, when typing severalletters in a row, you can just simply hold down as you

type.)

Use (ALPHA) and then (6&3) to get lower-case letters. To type a br rather than E, for example, you would press

ALPHA] 4B. For Greek Letters and otherspecial symbols not on the keyboard, use the ((>JCHARS) menu.
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Menus

There are far more functions and operations on the HP 49G than one could ever hope tofit on the keyboard,

even with multiple shift keys. The HP 49G arranges many ofthese additional items into menus, accessed

by the six function keys - on the top row,just below the screen. These function keys referto what-
ever menu labels you have displayed across the bottom of the screen at the time. *

Some menus contain submenus. For example, if you press MODE} you'll see that some of the menu labels

have little folder tabs, each indicating another menu or screen, such as the submenu. (To get back
out of the (MODE] menu,just press (CANCEL))

When a menu has more than six labels—more than one “page”—you can getto the other pages via (NXT)

and Pressing (or (9)PREV) repeatedly will eventually bring you back to the first page of
the menu.

Scroll-down menus

Menus may also appear on screen in a scroll-down format. To select an item from such a menu, you must

first highlight it by using Za orI, or by typing in the number of the item. (A partially shaded vertical

bar means that there are additional items in the menu that couldn't fit on the current “page.”) Once you

have selected an item, press or BETH to select it. If you change your mind and wantto escapethe

menu, simply press or IMilIl%8

Note that for long scroll-down menus,(Qa or(GRE will move you an entire “page” at a time;
or(XE willjump immediately to the top or bottom pages ofthe menu.

Other menus

The key brings up a catalog ofall the commands (over 700 of them) on the HP 49G. Such a menu

might seem unmanageable, but it's arranged alphabetically and is (ALPHA}-sensitive. For example, if you

press (ALPHAJR), the highlight bar willjump to the commands beginning with the letter R.

brings up a menu ofall the application environments on the HP 49G. is organized by topic

areas. (If you already know the name of the command you are looking for, then may be the quickest

access route to it. Otherwise, may work best.)

*Often the menu line will remain visible even when you're not directly concerned with it—and it will continue to show the menu you
most recently requested, regardless whetheryou're still using that menu. This is normal—just ignore the menu line. (And when such
irrelevant menus appearon display screens in this Guide they may therefore show different contents from those your calculator.)
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Two other big “menus of menus” on the HP 49G are and (&JMTH), offers menus of operations
for working with symbolic expressions, including algebraic, arithmetic, calculus, trigonometric, and expo-

nential and logarithmic expressions. offers menus for working with a variety of mathematical

objects—vectors, matrices, and lists—as well as special functions for real and complex numbers, different

number bases, probability, fast Fourier transforms (FFT), and a directory of special mathematical constants.

Notice that, for convenience, some of the menus found in (APPS), (SYMB] and (2JMTH) have their own keys

for more direct access. For example, the |ARITH] and (CMPLX] menus can be accessed directly as the (SF

shifted and (2}-shifted versions ofthe (1] key.
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The History Screen

The history screen is the primary work area for the HP 49G. Thinkofit as your home base of operations. If

you're not already there, pressing once or twice will usually bring you to the history screen.

The Status Area

At the top of yourhistory screen (above the horizontal line)is the status area, where indicators of the cal-

culator’s states and modes are displayed.”

RAD or DEG indicates that the calculator will assume Radians or Degrees for angular measure.

#72 indicates that rectangular coordinates will be displayed for points in the Cartesian plane or space.

pec indicates the formatin which binary integers will be displayed.

k indicates that the calculatoris in Real mode (for computations that may give a complex number result.

= indicates that the calculatoris in Exact mode, for computations dealing with integers,

as opposed to Approximate mode, indicated by -, for computations dealing with non-integers.

'#* indicates that the current independent variable is i(instead of T or 8).

ALG indicates that the HP 49G is in Algebraic mode for computations.

HOHE indicates that you are in the HOME directory of the calculator.

Whenevera little hourglass annunciator, X, appears at the top of the screen,it means the HP 49G is busy

with a calculation. Pressing (CANCEL) will stop the computation in progress.

Another annunciator, ¢), appears when an appointment alarm comes due or when your batteries are low

(in which case the calculator will also give you aLaw Bat eu message so that you know it's not an ap-

pointment alarm.). When the battery message appears, you should change the batteries within a few days.

Above all, just bear in mind that whenever you find yourself in an unfamiliar situation or are unsure how to

quit orexit, pressing (CANCEL] (more than once,if necessary) will bring you back to this history screen, the

main calculation area for the HP 49G.

"Don’t worry ifyourstatus area shows settings different than those mentioned here. Only a few are relevant for any given part in this

Guide, and you'll be advised which ones to adjust for each section or exercise.
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The Information Flow

Entering information

When you type,the characters appear on the Editline until you press
 

For example, to enter the number 2 you would type RAD#2 DEC £= "4 ALG

The display will show the command on the left, then

its result on the right, like this:*

 

 

[RAD ¥Y¥2 DEC C= '%° ALG 2
LHOMEY  
  

 

EE EER

To enter 2.5x10%, press (2)+5] ENTER

  
:2.5E38

2.5E38
ZERRL]GTi|EDIT|+8EG|+END[INF]  

Deleting and clearing

As you type, you'll see a flashing cursor arrow. (Thisis an insertion arrow on the history screen; it points to

where the next character you type will be inserted) If you make a mistake, (#) will erase the most recent

character typed. Or, if you use (1) and (7) to putthe flashing cursor on top of a character, then press-

ing will erase that character. To delete the current Editline entirely, just press (CANCEL),

[PJ CLEAR] clears the history screen of all previous entries and answers.

Retrieving and editing

The (2)ANS) key echoes a specialvariable, AHS€1 2, to the Editline. The value ofthis variable is the most

recent answer you obtained for an operation on the history screen. This lets you use a previousresult in a

new computation without having to type it in again.

In fact, until you press (CLEAR), a history of all your previous entries and answers is maintained on the

history screen. At any time you can copy a previous entry or answer onto the Editline. Simply use the direc-

tional arrowZa until you've highlighted the desired item, then press Then, to make any necessary

changes, use (_) and (_¥J to movethe cursor where you wantit.

Again, a reminder: Throughout this Guide, in these illustrative displays, you may see irrelevant differencesin the menu line and/or

status area. Don't worry about them.
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Any characters you type will be inserted where the cursoris pointing. (Or, pressing will delete the

character underneath the flashing cursor) After you have made the changes you want, press [ENTER

Clear yourhistory stack now (press (CLEAR), and try these examples:

 

 

      

 

 

     
 

    

 

       
 

RAD XYZ DEC C= '¥' ALG
{HOHE

(5) (=) (1) (ENTER) should give you this resulting screen:

:5+1
[KAD HYZ DEC €= '¥* ALG GB.
EHONEZ SERRE]GoTo EDIT

:O+1 .+/=6 To negate the last answer: (+/=)($3)ANS) (ENTER)

: —ANSI1) ;

ZERRC]auto EDIT RADH#YZ DEC R= 'X' ALG

Try some multiplication:

: 34
RADB12 DEC k= 'R' ALG 12

HOHE ery CHEEEENIECE TE
4
"8 Now somedivision: (4)(=) (8) (ENTER)

1
2 RAD ¥YZ2 DEC R= '¥' ALG

AH LHONES
= —

Notice that this result is displayed in reduced fraction form.

To see the last answer as a decimal, press : *NUMANS(1))

FEAR]G0T0EDIT+EEGEND
  

 

Many of the computations you have entered are now out ofview, but they are still on the history screen. To

move up the screen to see them, press (a to activate the highlight bar. Then you can move up and down

the home screen, using (a and 3.

 For example, to add two ofthe previous entries, use Za to

 

    
  
  

RAD ¥YZ DEC R= 'K' ALG
move up and highlight 3+1, then press to send this [THOHEZ

to the Editline. Next, press to build the sum. Now press |_ * 2

to go back to the previous entries on the history screen, |* HHUMIANS(1))
: CL I «

and again use Za,this time to move up and highlight 3+ 4.| 5+1+3.4

Press again to echo that onto the Editline. Now, if you 18
press once moreto do the addition, you'll see this: [E38KN INCH]
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Viewing an expression

Whenever you use Za andI to highlight a previous entry or answer on the History screen,thereis an-

other active menu key you may find useful: displays the selected item fully—and always in text-
book format.

For example, suppose you do this calculation:

OEEGOEHNERBEXIREMEEE]
ENTER

You get a result all right, but the original expression isn’t en-

tirely within view, and you'd like to seeit.

Just press CANA to highlight the expression, then IEEE
to see it displayed fully, in textbook format.

When finished viewing, simply press ITH,

Storing objects into variables

 

 

 

RAD ¥YZ DEC R= '{' ALG
THONE>

1: 5
3%44° . a

ETOEEEETET

1f—25
3f44°  

LTeRt] [||oH|

To store a number (or any other object) into a variable name, you type in the number or object on the

Editline ofthe history screen, press (STOP), then type the name ofthe variable and press (ENTER

For example,to store the value 3 into the variable W, type
 

(STO») (ALPHAW] (ENTER),

That's all there is to it—the value is now stored.

 

RAD #YZ DEC R= ‘RK’ ALG
{HOHEZ>
 

:
3

[ZERRC]GuTo EDIT
   

You can also use the name in a symbolic expression, and the

stored value will be substituted: (ALPHA ENTER

2

 

RAD ®YZ DEC R= ‘'H' ALG
THOME
 

 3
EARET IE   

Now,to recall the value, you can simply enter the variable
name: (ALPHA ENTER

 

RAD KY¥YZ DEC R= ‘H{' ALG
LHOHEZ>
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MODES

Press the [MODE] key and you'll see a screen with a title bar, caLcuLator Hoves. These are the settings that
control how the HP 49G interpretsinformation and interacts with you—including how numbers and expres-
sions are displayed on the history screen. You can move about this screen using the arrow keys. When an
item is highlighted, the button will show you the choices you haveto fill in the blank. Take a quick
tourof the area.

The CALCULATOR HODES Screen

Operating mode

The operating modeis by far the most important setting on the HP 49G. Unlessit states otherwise, this
guide will assume that the HP 49G is always in Algebraic operating mode—uwhere you enter numbers and
expressions in algebraic format—since most usersfind this an easier format to work with. However,if you're

an experienced HP 48G user and value theefficiency of stack arithmetic, you may prefer the RPN operating

mode. (To set it, you'd press EH, highlight RFH and press IE; or—a handy shortcut to toggle
among the choices—just press (+/=)) In RPN mode, the HP 49G behaves quite similarly to the HP 48G.

Number format

The HP 49G can display upto 12 significant digits in each number (and it carries 15 digits internally for com-

putation), but there are four formats you can from that may alter your view of the actual value:

standard format (£14) shows up to 12 digits (but no trailing zeroes), with a floating decimal point. For exam-

ple,set st4 mode (press (MODE),I to the nunter Fornat field, then and highlight standard and
press IELHN BETH), then type Yourresult is simply 12345, 6789.
(This display modeis probably the most useful here in this Guide.)

Fixed format (Fix) provides a fixed number of decimal places—you specify—from 0 to 11. For example, to

specify 2 decimalplaces, press (MODE}, then Fixed for the number format and IETAM. Next,(») and
2 decimal places. Press ITH BETH. The result: 12, 345.68

scientiric format (sci) uses exponential notation with one digitto the left of the decimal point and a spec-

ified numberof places (0-11) to the right. For example,to specify scientific format with 2 decimalplaces now,

press (MODE), ITH :; for the number format and BETHThe result: 1.23E4

Engineering format (Eng) is like scientific notation: the same numberofsignificant digits, but the exponent
is always a multiple of 3, so more than one digit may be to the left of the decimal point. For example, to

specify engineering formatwith 2 decimal places now, press (MODE), Eng for the number format and

The result: 12.3E3
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FM (fraction mark)

Continuing the tour of the MODESscreen, off to the right of the nuster Farnat field(s) you'll notice a field
called FH, which offers you the option of using a comma for the decimal point—European notation. Just

use to check or uncheck thisfield as desired.

Angle measure

Next field down the screen: anate Measure. What units do you wish to use for specifying anglesin, say,trig

calculations? There are three angle measure modes to choose from:

Dearees There are 360 degrees in a full circle.
Radian: There are 27 radiansin a full circle.

Grads There are 400 gradsin a full circle.

To make a selection, highlight the Angle Measure field and use either or to select the desired
units. Now, when you press to confirm all your mode changes and then exit the MODES screen,

you'll see the appropriate annunciator GEG, EAD or GRD) up in the statusarea.

Coordinate system

Similarly, use the caard zusten field to set the machine to rectangular, polar, or spherical coordinates for

complex numbers and other vectors. This mode, too,is displayed in the status area of the history screen:
YZ, Ra or Kas, respectively. (Use polar mode, Raz, for 3-D cylindrical mode.)

To see the effect of this mode,try this: With the anate Hzazure set to Radians and the Coord Systen set to

Eectanaular, press to return to the history screen and type (2) (0J212J1J (ENTER). You should
get this result: 8.1.2.

Now, press MODE] and change the cesrd susten to Fetar. Press IIH to return to the history screen and

see the polar form ofthe value, in radians: ©1.3£1.578736326732 Note the status area: kab ks

Use (MODE) again and change the anate Measure to bearzes. Press to go to the history screen and
see the polar form ofthe value,this time in degrees: (1. £98. 2 Again, note the status area: DEG ksZ

(When you're finished, use (MODE]j to change back to Radians and Rectangular coordinates: Rap #2)
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Making noise

Moving down the caLcuLaToR HoBES screen, you'll find two check fields that control the calculator’s audio

properties. Putting a check (via into the Ezefield tells the HP 49G to beep when you make a syn-

tax mistake or attemptan illegal operation. Recommendation: Though atfirst this may seem like a good
idea—indeed, the default setting for _teep is checked (on)—do yourself and the rest of the human race an

enormousfavor and uncheck it (turn it OFF). You'll still get plenty of visual feedback when you make errors.

Similarly, there's a check field called -key click that tells your HP 49G to click at every keystroke. The
default setting is off—for good reason. (Doubtful? Go ahead—turn it on and press to exit MODES.

Now try to use your calculator without sounding like a grocery clerk...)

Error recovery

The _Last stack check field activates the key, which allows you to undo the mostrecently per-

formed operation, restoring the history screen to its state immediately before that operation. This can some-

times be a handy feature for recovering from keyboard goofs or fumbles, but it doestake up a little mem-

ory. If you're running very low on memory, you might wantto turn this mode off.

The EXIHE Menu

That about covers the CALCULATOR HODES screen itself. But notice the further resources you have for con-

trolling other modes and settings—on the menu line. For example, press [@Ail™ to bring up a menu of over

70 flags that you can set orclear(i.e. check “on” or un-check “off").

To see how this works, scroll down to flag 27, which is system flag -27. (Remember that you can use

to move through a menu by pages.) Note how the description ofthe flag reflects its current status. If flag

-27is checked, you see 'u+¥=i* + 'Hevxit; if unchecked, you see *u+=i* + * (i, v3 *. (This particular flag con-

trols how symbolic complex expressionsare displayed.) As usual, you use to toggle the setting.

A descriptive list ofall the system flags and whatthey control are included in the pocket guide that comes

with the HP 49G. Some of these flags reflect mode settings that you make in other ways. For the most part

you will probably not wantto fool around much with this menu.

Press (CANCEL to return to the main MODESscreen without disturbing the flag settings.
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The Cis HODES Screen

The key leadsto the all-important cas Habe: screen, where the main items ofinterest are the check

fields. (Don’t worry about the Indep var orHaduls fields) When performing a calculation where one ofthese

modesis currently inactive but must be active for the HP 49G to complete its work, it will prompt you to

change the mode, so it pays to understand these:

nuneric will substitute numerical values for special constants such as or & in an algebraic expression.

Approx will treat all numeric values as real numbers, regardless whether they have any fractional portions—

indicated by a little ~ in the status area. When approx is not checked, the status area shows a little =, indi-

cating Exact mode, and all values will be treated as integers; operations that would introduce non-integer

values will not proceed without a change to this mode.

Corp Lex allows computations to produce, use and carry complex numbersin their results. When this mode

is checked,a little © appears in the status area; when this mode is unchecked,the little k indicates that only
Real results are allowed.

step-step allows you to do differentiation step by step, via the (EVAL) key.

Incr Fou controls whether the terms of a polynomial are shown in order ofincreasing or decreasing powers.

Rigorous controls how rigorously the calculator will demand absolute values (i.e. not assume positive val-
ues) for variables which may not have negative values.

The DIZFLAY BODES Screen

Back at the main MODES screen, pressing brings up the bISFLAY HODES screen. These settings let

you choose the size and/or appearance of various tools and areas in the calculator. For example, you can
select a certain fontsize (6, 7 or 8 pixels high), and then specify whether, say, the stack or Equation Writer

use thatsize or a small (5-pixel) size. You can also specify that expressions appear in textbook formatrather

than as a line of characters. And you can specify the size of the header (status area), whether a clock appears

there, and in what form. Play around with these settings as you wish, using to exit MODES
and observe the resulting displays.

Restoring All Modes to Default Settings

Press to restore all the modes to default settings.
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Computational Examples

Here are some examples to demonstrate basic arithmetic and function operations of the HP 49G in

fitgebraic notation and standard number format. Keystrokes are followed by a screen showing the results.

(For the sake ofclarity, unless otherwise noted,the history screen has been cleared via (JCLEAR) after each
example.)

Arithmetic Operations

These examples assume that the CAS modes nuneric, Approx, and Conplex are all off—unchecked. (So,

among the otheritems, your status area should show k=.)

Addition

Subtraction

(818) BD (3)2) ENTER]

Negation

(Either (5) or (+/=) can be used to obtain a negative sign in an

expression.)

Multiplication

Computational Examples

 

 

RAD ¥YZ DEC R= 'R' ALG
{HONE

: 26+82
138.

EEER IE  

 

RAD ®YZ DEC R= 'X' ALG
LHOHEZ
 

: 86-32

ETEEEEaEEES

RAD ¥Y2 DEC R= '%’ ALG
LHOMEZ

  

 

 

  
 

  
1-2

-2
ZERR|GTi |EDIT |+6EG |+END
RAD ¥YZ DEC R= ‘8’ ALG
{HOHE

62:45
2790. [FEAR]GoTo EDIT
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Division

(8)3)(=) (2) (ENTER)

Result & +MUM CAMS ¢1 3)

Exponentiation

“2XE) ENTER)

Square roots

Result & +MUM CANS C133
4.472135955

Squares

Reciprocals

Result = +HUM (AMS (13)
1.17647058824E-2

Powers of10

(109 (ENTER

18

 

 

  
 

 

  
 

 

 

  
 

  
  
 

 

  

RAD ¥YZ DEC R= '¥° ALG
<L{HOHE>

. 89
"28

17
4

ETREERETEEEEFE

RAD ¥YZ DEC R= 'H' ALG
THOME>

: 42°
138691232

ETEIEoEEAESTFE

IRAD are DEC R= '¥° ALG
LHOHE>

: [26
2.5

ETTIEIEEHESTE

RAD #YZ2 DEC R= 'H° ALG
<HOHE>

: SQ23)
625

ETTETIEEEAEEBE

KAD ¥YZ2 DEC R= 'R' ALG
{HOME>

: INVI(835) .

85
ETEIETEEETFE

[RAD are DEC R= '¥° ALG
<{HOHE>

=: ALOG(3)
18606

[ETTEREaEEAESFE  
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Absolute value

Complex Results

ENTER] (If your HP 49G is not in cenp Lex mode,it

will prompt you to set that mode now. Press [IETHN)

Result *+HUM (AMS C13)
cA. 1 2 J

nth roots

For example, to take the fifth root of -32:

EYEE) EH2)ENTER)

“What on earth is that?” It is an exponential form involving a

primitive complex fifth root of unity. (Ah, ofcourse.”

Try (To seeit all press Za IFEE, press
BETH when you're done)

This is still in complex form. Will unchecking cong tex mode
help? No, the HP 49G will simply prompt you to turn it back

on when you attempt the calculation again.

Instead, go to (MODE and check nuneric. Then press
to return to the history screen.

Now try it again: (25%)(8) (2)

Computational Examples

 

#¥2 DEC R= '¥' ALG
EZ

RAD
{HOH
 

 : |—35l 5

EEET EO   

 

IRAD %¥2 DEC C= 'Y’ ALG
ZHOMEZ
 

:-4

FETTTAIlETETE     

 

ALG
 

 

 ca
SERRE]GUTH EDIT
(1.612303332275,1.17°557050455)

  
 

 
 

 

:2[-32

EREETAETT
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Transcendental Functions

Trigonometric functions

With the angle measure set to bearees:

Result = +MUM CAMS (13)

(6) ACOs) (0) (ENTER

Result 2 +HUM CAMS (13)
oa.

With the angle measure set to kadians:

(Cos) (ImHB)ENTER)

(J ATAN) (1) (ENTER

Natural exponentials

ENTER

Result &+MHUM (AHS (1)
22026. 4657948

Note how function keys supply both parentheses for you.

20

 

DEG KY¥YZ DEC R= *&° ALG
{HOHE
 

 : COS(60) COS(66)
[+ZKIF|ZKRIF++DEL|DEL+[DEL LINZm)

joeg 4vZ DEC R= 'H° ALG
LHONMEZ

 

 

 

   : ACOS(8) ACOS(8)
aEITTTRTF 
 

RAD &YZ DEC R= 'R' ALG
LHOHEZ
 

: cos|Z]

F
TEEeEEITIETE

RAD K¥Z DEC R= ‘'{°' ALG
{HOHEZ

 
 

 

* ATAN(1)  Ir
4

+SRIF[ZRIF+HHOELDEL+|DEL L| INS  

 

RAD dYZ DEC K= 'X’ ALG
{HOME
 

 : EXP(18) ExP(18)
TEITTTR[STTE 
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Common (base 10) logarithms

([2)LOG)(2) (ENTER) Result = LOG ¢2Y

£
1

15
0

t
e

= I
3

1

u
y

u
y

v
0

c
n

i
T

i
T

J
o

Natural (base e) logarithms

Result LM (3)
.1.09861228267

Some Special Numbers

Certain names in the HP 49G arereserved for special mathematical constants:

([2]=NUM) (ENTER Result =

ALPHA] JE) (2]>NUMJ (ENTER) Result = &

Result : i
(B.yl.2

(The machine will remind you to set complex mode here.)

Practice with these: Whatis+1? Which is larger: €™ or ¢? What is In(-1)?

Implied Multiplication

In Algebraic mode on the HP 49G,thejuxtaposition of two numerical quantities (including single-character

variable names) usually implies multiplication. Watch how the machine inserts the multiplication symbols:

WEOOHERODTYE) (ENTER) Result td= (1+233
108

ALPHA] &]C) ALPHA] ]D)(ENTER] Result d= c+2-d

4ec+2-d
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Using Units

Oneofthetruly unique capabilities of theHP 49G is its management of units. You can attach units of meas-

urement to numerical quantities by selecting the desired unit from the menu, using the under-

score symbol (2)2) as the syntax. Those units will then be automatically taken care of by the HP 49G in

subsequentcalculations.

Press (2 JUNITS) now to see how the menu is organized into different submenus: Lenath, area, Yo Lung,etc.

Use3 to scroll down through the different categories. Highlight arza.. and press and another
menu box will appear with various units of area. Then press (CANCEL) and try a calculation example.

 

Add 2 feet + 3 inches: Press ([2]uNITS), highlight [sap uy? DEC R= 'R’ ALG

Lenath.. and press IIETAM, highlight rt and press ITEM; [EHOHES

then Now highlight Length... and

press IEE, highlight in and press II; then

 

   2l._ft+31._1in

 Notice that the result is expressed in the same units as the 2710
P EOIT “IEWRCL=To[FURGE[CLERFsecond argument.

Of course, you can simply convert from one unit to another, too—use the COMYERT command.

 

For example, to convert the above answer to yards, you'd Ghd DEC k= RK’ ALG

press (PJUNITS), highlight Tests. . and press IETHM, high-

light convert and press IEEE. Now fillin the two arguments [2 21. _ft +31. _in

(the units to be converted and an example of the desired new

units—any value): (EARS)BID(ID)@IONTS)then [| “ONVERTIANS(L), 1:{i
highlight Length. ., ITH, highlight ua, EET.then EEEECEEEEET

 

    

 

 

Addition and subtraction require units of like dimensions, but fi?#Y2 DEC R= *# ALG
multiplication and division can be performed with any mix of 1 deg

units—compound units are formed automatically. . Bn
JE

For example: (CIENS) (3) (JEIDID) (BIUNTS), highlight 1.5.29 
   Tine. ., INTHE highlight s, BETH; then (ENTER), EIT VIEW|RCLTuk|FURGE|CLERR)

Now convert this last result to miles per hour:  

 

 

 

RADBYE DEC R= ‘'H' ALG

(2JUNITS], highlight Tools. and press BIE, highlight «2-5 =
convert and press NETH 2) (22 1.5 2d
(OJUNITS), then highlight speed. ., ETE highlight npn, |. CE
BT. (+n (ENTER) Geb1#1514eh

(EDITVIEW|RCLSTok[FURGE[CLERF   
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Variables

Use the [STO®] key to store values into variable names. Try a few examples:

 

(STO») (ALPHA]A) (ENTER)

 
(STOP) (ALPHA]B) (ENTER)

Simple commands, simple results.

ENTER

(5) (ALPHA A)(9)(4) (ENTER)

Notice the use of implied multiplication between a constant

and a single-character variable name.

 
(ALPHAJA) (ALPHA] B) (ENTER) 

As you can see, you can't use implied multiplication between

two single-character variable names; the HP 49G interprets
AE as a two-character variable name rather than A= E.

 

RAD #YZ DEC R= '¥' ALG
LHOMEZ
 

= 3MA

: 4B
4

(SEC|BE[An|W[1|Ev|

3

  
 

RAD HYZ DEC R= 'R' ALG
LHOMEY
: 2A

4
: 9A

485
(ECEAW“iEC|

KAD ®Y¥YZ DEC R= '¥'
{HOHE

 

6

  
 

ALG
 

: AB
AB

(Ec |BE [|A |MW |Wi |Ed |
  

Notice, too, thatsince there is no value stored in the variable AE, its nameis simply echoed back to you. It
won't simplify any further toward a numerical value; (2]*NUM) would have no effect.

With the angle measure set to begrees=, press (ALPHA
(0) (ENTER). You should see this:

The explicit multiplication symbol makes clear the meaning

of the expression. But how did the machine know you didn't
mean ACOS(0)—the inverse cosine of 0?

 

DEG XYZ DEC R= '¥' ALG
HE:{HO
 

: ACOS(8)
3

(Ec |BE |A |MW |vi]E¢ |
  

Try the above keystrokes again and watch for the space that appears on the Editline when you press (COS

immediately after typing IF you delete this space before pressing you'll get ACOS CH 3, which
is FE. The fact that you left the space there told the machine that you meant to multiply the variable A by

Cos cas.
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The VAR Menu

All items that you name and store in the HP 49G will appear by name under the VAR menu. Press now

and you'll see some menu keys labeled IEEEEMA, etc. Pressing IEEE will type its name on the

Editline; then will show its contents.

Purging stored information from memory

Press to bring up the usual menu forthe history screen. You'll see a menu key labeled BAAS, which

is the command you use to erase variables you've stored. For example, store the value 12 into the name

D: (1)2)(STO»JALPHAJW) (ENTER). Notice how IBEIM appears on thefarLeft of your VAR menu. Now erase
the variable D from your memory: Press (1) (Note how a menu item can act
as a typing aid. You could instead have typed butthis way you saved a keystroke.) The EEN

should now be gone from the VAR menu, and you get a HOYAL messageto indicate that the name D now
has no value stored in it.

 

Symbolic Algebra

You can build symbolic expressions involving variables and then perform arithmetic with these expressions

just as you do with numbers.

When typing expressions involving variable names on the Editline, one very important key to rememberis

the apostrophe key, (21), (ak.a the “tick” key). You saw it used above when you were specifying the name

'D' for purging. To see its effect in general, try an example.

Enter the expression A+B: (ALPHA ALPHA] BJ (ENTER)... Since A and B both have values (3 and 4,
respectively), you get a numerical result immediately: 7
 

 

 

 

 

DEGYe DEC k= '&° ALG

But now try it again,this time with “tick” marks around the ex-
pression: (2) (ENTER)... See? |t A+B

The tick marks suppresses evaluation of the expression. Now, |_, ' ¢
square the expression: A+B A+E

|ECBEaWHviEg|
Wantto expand this symbolic expression? OK—the HP 49G

has tools for symbolic algebra in the menu—butfirst VADje DEL B= “i ALG
you have toPURGE C{'A'y 'B' 32. (You'll find AEH in [= Trova
the menu.) (A+BIS

: EXPANDIANS(1))
Then press highlight aLGeera and BETH. Highlight AC+2BA+BS
EXPAND and Now EarENEEE ET
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EXFAMHDalso collectslike terms, cancels like factors in rational expressions, and does other simplifications.

 

 

Try one more example: IDEXTIRIBHEO(E)X) [Fid#¥e DEC B= *& ALG

OOHX) ENTER) = Tron

Now press (SYMB), highlight aLgeera and IETHM, then high- | EAPANDIANS(1)) Su

light exrano, ITH, and then to see a sim- a  2
plification of the expression. FEET

The Equation Writer

Now that you know how to key in symbolic expressions on the Editline—good for short and simple expres-

sions—here’s how to save yourself the trouble for bigger jobs: The Equation Writer uses the screen as a

blackboard to write expressions in textbook format.

The important key to rememberin the Equation Writer is (2. Use it whenever you want to proceed to the
next component of an expression. For example, you press (J whenever you wish to leave an exponent, a

denominator or get outside a radical sign or an expression enclosed in parentheses.

Use the Equation Writerto enterthis expression (and watch your screen as you do the keystrokes):
 

 

   

   

EOENEOREDDOD
HERB (R+1)os
BmEm™m® 21

EDITCURE[ETCEVAL[FACTOTERFH 
Now press (ENTER to send the expression to the Editline. Why use the tick marks? Because you wanted a

symbolic result—suppressing any evaluation in the eventthat # contained a value.

 

RAD KY¥YZ DEC R= ‘H°' ALG
LHOHEZ
 Now again to put the result on the stack. Then press = 4

and highlight aLceers, IEEE, highlight exranp, |= EXPANDIANS(1))
ETE to see this rational simplification: BMCTt we1

x—1
IEIICT

You'll get lots more detail and practice on the Equation Writer in a later section. This wasjust an introduc-

tion to let you do basic symbolic calculations.
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Defining Your Own Functions

OFcourse, you can store any sort of object into a name—and it will appear on your VAR menu just like any

other name. Expressions are often very handy to store. For example, suppose you wantto store the for-

mula for secantin the name SEC. (2)(1) (DOD (Tor) (ALPHAJALPHA[SE]

would store 1-C0S (X2 under the variable name SEC. Then pressing would return the
expression 1/C0OS (x2 to the Editline.

 

Or, you can actually define a secant function that will operate just like the other trigonometric function keys

—accept an argument and evaluate immediately.

 

To do this, you define the formula as an equation, using the [FAD #YZ DEC k= "#° ALGLHOHEX
(JDEF] key, asfollows:
 

  
   OFBO)AFAEPAEECIARA : DEF INE[SEC(XI=pirer|

OEDDOESNETE HovAL
EEEEET

There's still a key in the VAR menu, but now it's a function key, not an expression. Try it out:
 

 

 

RAD HYZ DEC B= 'H' ALG
THOMES

Set kadians mode, then (GJ0)(0)

[re YZ DEC R= 'R' ALG : SEC(@)
THOMEZ   
 

1
SELF - HETIVRITWTE

(VAR) BEE (CO) (Gm) (5) (3) ENTER)1
1
2 Result &+MHUM CANS ¢13   2

SEC is an example ofa user-defined function, which actually operates like a small program. In other words,

pressing executes a program that takes a value off the [pen "wus pEC R= 8° ALG
stack and return a function of that value—in this case, the [EHOHEZ

secant. To see what the program lookslike, recall its contents:
(Tool) NATH (>)(VAR) BEM (ENTER). The € #* denote
a program on the HP 49G. In this case, the program takes a |= RCL({'SEC"]

value off the stack (indicated by the arrow), calls it ¥, then € + x '1-,CO05CK)!

evaluates and returns 1 #C0OS (x). FEC]EAMWwiEd

 

 

    
  

 ¥

You can define the other two trig functions similarly:

(GE)eI) (SOX(D(E]=) (1)ENX]ENTER]
And (SIDER)(2) (ALPHATALPHA]CJ0TIALPHA) (G10) (3) (OD(=) (1) (3) (TANIX) (ENTER)
Now you have all six trigonometric function keys for your HP 49G.
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Working with Functions

The (&a)-shifted versions of the top six keys give you accessto environments that work with formulas, graphs,
and tables on the HP 49G. You'll probably use these keys mostly for functions ofa single variable.

(l=) is for entering formulas, such as functions of the form y = f(x).

is for defining a window for graphing purposes.

creates a graph.

allows you to set up the type of environmentforplotting.

is for setting up a table.

(QITABLE] createsa table of values.

(NOTE: If you're experienced with other graphing calculators, you will observe that many of these corre-

spond to similarly labeled keys on other machines. But be aware that it is not an exact correspondence. For

example, on the HP 49G, you set some graphing modes via whereas those modes are often set

in the modes menu on other calculators.)

To get to most of the basic tools for working with functions, equations, and data, use ($3]2D/3D) (so called

since it deals with two- and three-dimensionalplotting environments). You'll see the FLOT SETUF screen.

Two-Dimensional Plot Types

Built into the HP 49G are 16 different plot types. The main two-dimensional plotting types are:

Function: For working with functions of the form y = f(x).

Faranetric: For working with parametric equations x(f), y(#).

Felar: For working with polar functions (0).

conic: For working with quadratic equations in two variables (so the graphs are conic sections).

Truth: For working with inequalities in two variables (so the graphs show shaded regions of the plane).
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Setting up a plot type

Oneofthe plot typesis always active, but it may not be the one you want. The default plot type is Functien.

To select that type, highlight the Tupz field and press BIH. This will give a complete scrolling List of all
the possible plot types. Highlight Functisn and press EETHE.

Now press (€2)Y=), where you should see the FLoT - FuncTIon screen with list of your function formulas.

If there are no current functions activated, you'll see the message: Ho Equ.s Press ADD. Indeed,

IIT is what to press when you want to add a function to thelist of active formulas for graphing or tabu-

lating. Press it now...

You'll see '¥'1 CX >= appear in the Equation Writer. To enter, say, a sine function, press That

will send you back to the Y= menu, where you'll see the function you've just added to the list.

The Y= menu

The menu keys in the Y= menu are [EH IETTH BEITT, {THEY and EET

sendsthe highlighted function back to the Equation Writer where you can edit it. Press IMEEM or
ENTER] to enter the edited version; press (CANCEL] to restore the original.

BETTE as you've already seen, will send you to the Equation Writer and begin an entry using the next avail-
able numbered Y function.

deletesthe highlighted function from the Y= list. Go ahead and delete ¥'2 (2 and ¥'3 (x2 now...

NOTE: does NOT purge the function from your calculator's memory! It merely clears it from the Y=

list. The variable name and value (EEE, BEFor whatever) will still be in your VAR menu. To purge a
function, you must use PURGE €'%¥1' 3 or PURGE {'¥2' 3, etc. (GAM is on your (TOOL) menu.)

Pressing at the Y= menu is the same as using to erase all the functions. The HP 49G will
ask you if you really want toDelete All (and offer and options for you to respond).

ATiH3 and IIXLH are whatto press (oneafterthe other) to see the graphs of the functions. (Press (CANCEL
to return to the Y= screen when you've finished viewing the graph.)
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Plotting graphs

(€2J2D/3D] brings youto the FuncTIon FLoT sETUR screen. To reset all the plot settings, press (CLEAR),
This resets the plot so that the center of the screen is at the

origin, the coordinate axes are shown, each axis tick repre-

 

 

   
sents one unit, and each pixel is 0.1 unit. Te

Now press IITA to see the graph of i Se
¥1 Cx2=5IH CX) in the default viewing window: +

[ETNCFRTTRERIE(TT   

Making tables for functions

(CI TBLSET] brings you to the TAELE SETUF screen. Thisis where you set up parametersfor building a table

of valuesfor a function:

start is the starting value for i.

step is the step value (increment) for #.

Zoah is the zoom factor for your table, to help you interpolate more finely between generated values.

swall Font lets you choose either a small or big font for the table display.

Type lets you Milleither Autanatic generation of values based on regular increments of iA, or Build Your
oun, in which case you have to enter all the #-values.

 

 Forthis first example,reset all the table settings by pressing

[@JCLEAR]. This resets the table so that the starting valueis|
0 and values are automatically incremented in steps of 0.1.

   Pressing will then display this table of valuesfor|

xand 1:
  

 

33
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Working with Graphs

Setting Up a Graph

To set up the HP 49G for graphing, you first need to determine a window size—the viewing “domain” and

“range.” To do this, press (WIN) to see the FLOT WINDOH - FURCTION screen.

As usual with such screens, you use (a andI to highlightfields. To change a highlighted field, you
either the value on or off, or (if it's not a check-type field) type in the desired value, the cur-

rent contents of a field, or, when a choice of options is available, from the menu box ofavailable
choices. Pressing resets the field to its default value. resets all the fields on that screen.

Honees PLOT HINDOW - FUNCTION B35550
H-YIEW This field specifies the left and right edges of your [H-%ieu :ENCE £.5

viewing window (the viewing “domain” ndeLon : eran tt HighaLt

3tep: Default __Paxels

 

¥-vIEW This field specifies the lower and upper edges of your

viewing window (the viewing “range” Enter HiniHuH horizontal valug
EDIT]|[AUTO[ERASE]DRAM|

Indep Louw and Hiah These fields specify the graphing “domain,” which may extend beyond your specified
viewing “domain;” you can move yourviewing window around on the larger graph if necessary.

(Usually, though, you'll leave the default setting here, which simply matches your H-¥IEK setting.)

  

step This field specifies the incrementor step value for the independent variable, #. The default setting is

determined simply by dividing the H-¥IEK length by the 131 pixels available horizontally on the screen.

Fixels Ifthis is checked, the step size is expressed in pixels no matter what your H-¥1EH happens to be.
For example,if the step is set at 2 and Fixes is checked, then every second pixel will be plotted.

The other settings for your graph are all found underthe (PLOT SETUF) screen.

 

  Y h L de h 1 h A FLOT SETUF
& You can set the angle mode here, as well as on the main Tupe :ATTEICTIN Rad

CALCULATOR MODES screen. (Be sure it's set for radians for |E@:

the trigonometric function examples.)
Indep: ¥ _%iHult Connect

, , , , [H=Tick:10. W-Tick:10. Fixels
Indep This field specifies the independent (horizontal axis) hres type of blot ha
variable. Forfunctions,this is usually #. |[CHE][RHEZw[ERASE]DRAM|

H-Tick This field specifies the spacing of the tick marks on the horizontalaxis.

  

¥-Tick This field specifies the spacing of the marks on the vertical axis.
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rixels If this field is checked, then the tick spacing is expressed in pixels rather than in units.

For example,if the H-tick spacing is set at 18 and Fixes is checked, then a tick mark will appear

every ten pixels along the horizontal axis. (If Fixels is not checked, then a tick mark will appear every

10 units, which may be represented by an entirely different number ofpixels, depending on your

settings in (JWINJ)

sIHULT IF this field is checked, the machine will plot multiple functions simultaneously.

(If it's not checked, multiple functions are plotted sequentially, each on their own graph.)

connect IF this field is checked, individual plotted points will be connected on the graph.

Function Graphing Examples

These examples will illustrate some ofthe tools available in ($3) GRAPH). All the examplesare for functions,
but many of the features are similar for other plot types, such as parametric, polar, and conic sections.

Press (€3]20/3D) (CLEAR) and make sure that the Typefield is set to Function. Now go to and
check that it contains V'1 tH a=SIH =).
 

To set the default viewing window, press BEE
Then press [diHA, to clear the graphics screen. (Otherwise, ST
the new graph will be plotted on top of the previous graph.) |*+—+——+—"+— — ~~ 

   Now press IEITLH to see the graph of V1 (¥)=SIH (XJ.
[20H [oiWOJTRACE]FCN[EDIT[CARCL   

The GRAPH menu

The (€2JGRAPH) menu offers these items: IFT, FEAF], [THE WEATE IATEE and [EIEN

toggles the trace mode on and off. (This feature is on when a small square appears: IIE). When
trace modeis on, (J and (_®D will move a small crosshairs to trace the graph ofthe function. When trace

mode is off AIM), the crosshairs movefreely off the function graph.

displays the coordinates of the crosshairs at the bottom of the screen. If your graph leaves the top
or bottom ofthe screen, the crosshairs will move along the edge of the screen, but the correct coordinates

of points on the graph will continue to be read out. Press (=) to remove both the coordinates and the menu

labels. Press to re-activatethe trace and coordinates. Press (=) (or any of the function keys) to getthe
menu back again.
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SLs

Using the same function example as before (1 £x2= SIH {x} with default window settings), here are

several ways to rescale a function graph, both from inside and outside the graphics screen environment:

 

FERER PLOT NINDOH - FUNCTION SEE

H-Vien :(FEE 3.
U-Yigu:0. i.

Press (CANCEL) (CANCEL) WIN). Setthis viewing window:  |Indep Lon: Default High:Default
Step: DerFqult —Fixels

   Enter HiniHuH horizontal value
ILC(3d,IId

 

Now press TET to see the graph shown here (left).

 

ELL BESTE. (Op I,1

Interactive zooming features
 

Press (CANCEL to return to the FLGT WINDOW screen and

AEH to Reset att IE TN
a x
 

Press to return to the first page ofthe screen, and re- 1 a”

draw the graph: di:k13 BUdLE 3

I ECTCEE)TE
 

  

  

 

 

Then use the III folder key to get the ZOOM submenu:

The key allows you to draw a box representing your |t

new viewing window. Move the crosshairs to the point ©2,11 ft

and press IIIILN. Look familiar? You effectively reset the |}
viewing window to [0,3] x [0,1]—uwithout leaving the graph.   

i,[TRACE]Fon [EDIT

HElets you to set your horizontal and vertical zoom factors (default factoris 4), and you can also check

an option to automatically recenter the screen at the location of the crosshairs.

BEET vill zoom in by the designated zoom factors.

FUER will zoom out by the designated zoom factors.

will “square up” the viewing window—so that1 pixel represents the same distance horizontally and

vertically—by adjusting the vertical viewing range.

sets the viewing window backto its default ranges: [-6.5,6.5] x [-3.1,3.2]
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Press for the second page of the ZOOM menu.

IEEE will horizontally zoom in by the current zoom factor.

LFEL0TRE will horizontally zoom out by the current zoom factor.  

 

EH EET ETHER
will vertically zoom in by the current zoom factor.

will vertically zoom out by the current zoom factor.

will center the screen on the crosshairs. (The relative dimensions of the screen remain unchanged.)

will autoscale the vertical range by computing a sample ofthe values ofthe expression for the hor-
izontal range, then setting the vertical range to include the extreme function values. Press ELUIRI now.

 

Press for the third page of the ZOOM menu.

HUM sets the tick marks along the x-axis to be one unit ff
apart. (Each pixel has a width of.1 units.) +

  

   

p

=Y(IM sets the tick marks along the x-axis to be ten units |

apart. (Each pixel has a width of 1 unit) E08FTFETEeI 
FANsets the tick marks along the x-axis to be 7 units apart.

FEE is the UNDO key for zooming. It will reset the viewing window to its most recentsettings.

#498 will return you to the top level of the interactive graphics menu.

 

Try a few of the zoom features.

se L Press HT8 to get your original sine graph back.

 
[EITCERTREITEl(RTT  
 

Now move the crosshairs to the point 2,13 and press
1 + a

ay 4 3 ffl) SN

[ZinitH[itt 0[TREE]Fil |EDIT[CAMEL
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Again, press IEE EUANto restore the original sine graph. /\ — — ad

Then press IEEIEN (NXT) EET, J \/

[ETTCRT)RERTa

 

   

 

Try the other zoom features for yourself.

More on Graphing Functions

Plotting two or more functions

To add a second function for plotting, press ITT to see 2 (X= appearin the Equation Writer.

Type

To add a third function, press IGT to see 3 {= appearin the Equation Writer.

Type GQOX (ODE (QO)

(X)

ENTER]
FLOT - FUNCTION

Now EIT one more function: 1(R)I=SIHNH(X)

SLL)

You should now see this:

 

 

Before you move on, check out the following.

Highlight 4 x2 and press 13148 to send this expression SIH(K)
back to the Equation Writer for editing. Press \&” (to EES
highlight just the3 C&2 on the right side of the equation.
Now press to see this:    CURE EGm| EVAL [FACTO TEXFA

Press There is now an important distinction between Y'2 and ‘4. The formula for Y3 (2 is still

in terms of ¥'1 (x2 and ¥'2 CX 2; if you were to edit the formula of either or both 1 and 2, the defini-
tion of¥'3 would be changed also. However, the formula for "4 no longerrefers to any other named func-
tion in yourlist, so any changesto the other functions will NOT affect ‘4.

With that said, highlight ¥'3 (2 now and delete it, using BEIM. (Reminder: This does noterase ¥3 from
the memory—only PURGEcan do that)
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Press and you'll see that yourthree functions are listed in the £g field. EE is a reserved variable
name on the HP 49G. This variable contains the currently active function(s) or equation(s) for graphing,

tabulating, solving, etc. If sinutt is not checked, these three functions will be plotted sequentially in the

orderthey're listed in Eg.
 

So now you're ready to plot the sine, cosine, and tangent

functions together in the default viewing window.

Press (WIN)CLEAR)EHIEE to seethe plot. Turn | 171 I’ : 7
 

on and EEL Use /a\ and \¥ to switch the cross- !

hairs from graph to graph. ETEEE

Press (€2)20/3D) and check sinult. Press EIT again to see the same three functions graphed—
butthis time simultaneously. When you're done, go back to ($2]20/3D) and uncheck sinutt.

       

Go back to press and notice the two menu items and LIE. These allow you to mani-
pulate the order ofthe functions for graphing.

Connected versus dot modes forgraphing

Go back to ($2)2D/3D). When tennect is unchecked, at most one pixel per column will be lit on a function

plot. When cennect is checked, then additional pixels are lit to give the graph a continuous appearance.

To contrast the two modes,try the following example. Start with the connect field unchecked.
 

Goto and deleteall functions exceptfor ] tT

Td (RI=SIH CR-C0S (XD. . J 1.
 

Press AES LTTE to see the graph in dot mode:

 

 

To fillin the gaps, return to and check the Connact 1

field. 1
        Now graph the function again: ERASE] DFAM

|

/ + / /

IESEREETEEE

Notice how it appears that vertical asymptotes have been drawn in. This is not really the case—the HP 49G

has simply connected the graph across the asymptotes. (NOTE: If a vertical asymptote or other disconti-

nuity where the function is undefined falls exactly on the coordinate of a column of pixels, then the graph
will not connect overthe discontinuity, even when the HP 49G is in connected mode.)
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The FCN menu for function graph analysis

When you graph a function, a folder appears on the graphics menu, offering severalinteractive tools

for working with functions directly in the graphics environment. Explore those tools with this example:

Graph ¥™3-"6—2« # with default settings. First, go to and the list. Now IETTIH
DEELPDRIIETE. Then EXHE and ITETA..

EDIT] ADDDEL[CHOOE[ERAZE]DRAM [00HJit,[TRACE]

Now, press to obtain the Function Menu (use to leave the function folder and return to
the main interactive graphics menu), and look at each of the options available under the Function Menu,
using the above example.

 
 

3 FLOT - FUNCTIONS

 

 

        
Place the crosshairs at #=3. snaps the crosshairs to the nearest root, displaysits value, and records
it on the history screen with the label kant. You should see Raat: 3.44e4i0i1514 at the bottom of the
graphics screen. (Press (= or any menu key to get the menu labels back on screen.)

If you've plotted two functions together, FAIlIAil snaps the crosshairs to the nearest intersection point, dis-

plays its coordinates and recordsit on the stack, labelled I ==ct =. (13d doesn’t apply in this example.)

Move the crosshairs back to the origin. calculates the derivative of the function at the #-coordinate

of the crosshairs location, displaysit, and records it on the stack with the label S1ope: . Press now

and the calculator will compute the slope at #=0. You should see sLapz: -2 at the bottom of the screen.

Press (= or any menu key to get the menu labels back on screen.

Pressing IEIAA marks the LowerLimit of integration. Press it now and you'll see a small mark at the origin.

The second time you pressit, it will compute the definite integral (numerically) of the function from the first

mark to the current crosshairs position, then display the value and record it on the stack with the label

Areas. Move the crosshairs back to #=2 and press IEl¥ill a second time. You should see area: -5.425 at

the bottom of the screen. Press (=) or any menu key to get the menu labels back on screen. (NOTE: IEEE

computes a definite integral, so integrating from rightto left between two points will yield the opposite

result from integrating from Left to right) To move the mark to a new lower limit of integration, press

snaps the crosshairs to the nearest extremum, displays its coordinates, and recordsit on the stack

with the label Ext. tm . (The HP 49G usesits built-in rootfinder on the derivative of your function.) Move

the crosshairs nearthe point (-2,-2) and press IEA. You should see Extru: (-2,2.66664666667) at the
bottom ofthe screen. Press (=) or any menu key to get the menu labels back on screen.
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Pressing shows IEEE, which computes the function's value at the crosshairslocation,displaysit, and
records it on the stack with the label F £3: . Move the crosshairs to #=-2 and press You should
seeF (41: 1.5 at the bottom of the screen. Press(=] or any menu key to get the menu labels back on screen.

(NOTE: If you press while in the graphics environment, the coordinates of your crosshairs will be

recorded on the stack.)  

 

computes the function's derivative symbolically, then |——s —
graphsit, followed by the graph of the original function. f NJ

1

 

    
    (ECTENRTS

 

 If you press again, the second derivativeis plotted, fol-
lowed by the first derivative and the original function graph.   

   [ECTCETTHEWA

If more than one function is entered into EG, then lets you cycle through the list. Press
repeatedly now and you should see that yourlist of functions includes the original function and its first and

second derivatives. (The function displayed at the bottom of the screen is the currently active one for the

purposes of the function folder.)

Plotting split-defined functions

A split-defined function is one whose formula depends

on the value ofthe input. Look at this example: fix) = { x if x sl,
-x ifx>1

You can specify such a function on the HP 49G in two different ways.

A WE CEISCRT20e (RELI+(1=RD (131)

In this expression, the inequality operators take on values ofeither 1 or 8 (for true or false), depending on

the value of #. Since each part of the definition is multiplied byits respective inequality—and then the two
parts are added—thiseffectively eliminates (“zeroes out”) the nonapplicable portion. Very elegant.

(Try plotting this using the default viewing window. If the HP 49G is in connected mode, then the graph will
connect across the jump discontinuity.

B. ¥7 (RI=IFTE (Rgl X72, 1-12

This expression uses the IFTE (“IF-THEN-ELSE") command, which interprets its arguments as follows:
“IF #<1, THEM evaluate #™2, otherwise ELSE) evaluate 1 =x."
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Other Graph Types

Justto give you an idea of some of the other two-dimensional plot types available on the HP 49G, here are
some simple examples. You select any of these otherplot typesare via (€9]20/3D), using at the Type
field. The folderis inactive for these plot types, but the otherinteractive re-scaling and zoom fea-
tures all work.

Conic plots the solution to any quadratic relation in two variables.

Falar plots polar functions of the form r = f{(0), where 8 measures the angle counterclockwise from the
positive x-axis, and r is the distance from the origin.

Faranetric plots parametrically defined curves, where the coordinates x(f) and y(f) are each functions of a
parameter 7.

Truth plots the solution set to any inequality in two variables.

(In all of the following examples,the screens assume that Cannect mode is on.)

Polar Plotting

Press and set the Tupz field toFatar. Change the independent variable to # by highlighting Indep

and typing (ALPHAENTER]. (If you didn’t know where to find the # character, you could instead press

and scroll through the list of characters until you find & and press (ENTER]) Make sure

that the angle mode is set to kad.

Now press and clearall current equations (CLEAR),

Then ITM this equation: RB )=3«5IH(2, 5-82

Press (69)WIN) and set the Indep Low value toa. At the Indep Hiah field, type (4J&lm) (2)-NuM),
 

Set the step size to .1.

To plotthis polar flower, press Uid:L.B. With the menu

labels removed (press (=), this graph should appear:

  
 

(Keep in mind, too that you can press ($2) TBLSET] (J CLEAR] (| TABLE] to see a table ofvalues generat-
ed by this polar relation—see pages 43-44 for more about Tables.)
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Parametric Plotting

For parametric plotting, there is a system flag you need to uncheck (turn OFF). Press (MODE), then

andIdown to flag 27. Make sure itis unchecked (and therefore labelled *#+t=3*+* ¢3,%3*). Press
ETE

Now begin the plot by pressing and setting the Typ< field to Paranetric.

You wantto plot x vs. y, where x(#) = tcos(f) and y(t) = tsin(?), for 0 < z < 2m, so you need to change the

independent variable by highlighting the Indep field and typing Also, make sure that

the angle modeis setfor Rad.

Next, press and clearall the current equations (CJCLEAR)).Press IETIM and complete $1 (T=

by typing (ALPHAIT) €08)EPRCD(DE) 

 

Now press (9JWIN] to enterthe starting and ending values for the parameter 1. Enter 0 for Indep Lo; for

Indep High, type (2]lm) (2)-NUM] Enter .1 for the step size.
 

Erase the graphics screen (ATH) and draw this spiral curve Sh

(EID. With the menu labels removed (press (=), the graph [—+—+— —t

should looklike this: 1 J

(Keep in mind,too, that you can press (69JTBLSET) (=JCLEAR] (65) TABLE] to see table ofvalues generat-
ed by this parametric relation—see pages 43-44 for more about Tables.)

 

   
 

 

Conic Sections

Press (69)2D/3D) CLEAR), and thenset Type to conic. Press(€3]Y=) and IETTMM to put C1 CX, ¥ 2= in the
Equation Writer. Now type 4x"2=31=Y+Y"~2-4. (Note: You must type a multiplication sign between
# and ¥to distinguish this product from a single variable named ¥')
 

 

   

Now plot the ellipse at the default plot parameter settings:

(GIWN) (CLEAR) @THE IATA... With the menu labels| ~~ Co
removed (press (=)),the graph should look like this: So f / Co

A
ECTCERRYIITdTY

Notice that the two branches are not connected to each other, so that at the extremes of the ellipse there

appearto be breaks.
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Inequality Plotting

Try using the Truth plot type to graph the inequality sin(xy) < 0.5.

Press and set Type to Truth. Set the Indep and bepnd fields to # and ¥, respectively

Press and all the equations. Press IIT, which will take you to the Equation Writer and
offer T1 Cy2=. Type the following:

(SNC (X) (ALPHAYY) (3D (3D(ALPHAT(5)ENTER)

(You must type a multiplication sign between # and ' to distinguish this product from a single variable
LiL

named #7.)

Next,set the plotting parameters at their default values, by pressingGN (O][2ICLEAR). Enter for"Step
and LlMild the Fixis field on. BN

Now press IITA to see the shaded region. (This
takes several minutes to finish.) With the menu labels re-

moved,it should looklike this:

 

Note thatthis tooloffers you some interesting options for studying various functions orrelations. For exam-

ple, if you have a complicated equation in two variables to plot, you might consider replacing the equals

sign (=) with an inequality sign (such as <) and then using the Truth plot type. The boundary of the result-

ing shaded region will give you some idea of the solution set to your original equation.

Cleaning Up

To set your top row tools back to Functien, simply press (CANCEL) (¢9)20/3D) and BH Functionfor Type.

Then press and (2JCLEAR]
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Working with Tables

These examples will briefly illustrate some ofthe tools available to help you tabulate and analyze data via

All the examples are for relations of type Functien, but many of the features are similar for

Faranetric and Falar types, too.

To begin, press [JCLEAR)], and then enterthese four functions:

¥1(xRI=SINCRD
Y2 (RI=COS (x

Y3 RI=SIN CRI COS CGD
Yd (rd=COS (RI ~SIH RY

Press (GQ) TBLSET) to go to the THELE SETUF screen. To resetall the numeric table settings, press (CJCLEAR

Thestarting value will now be 0, and valueswill be incremented in steps of 0.1. Press ($3JTABLE) now to see

a table ofvaluesfor # and all four functions.

 

 

 

    

Ye Y3
1 0
.9950044|. 1003347
.qH00666|. 20871
.4553365]. 3093364
.q21061 |.4227/93d

. 8775826]. 5463025

1A. 
(ECEII{7NTE

Looking atthe table, notice these things:

- The arrow keys, Za,I,(J and (33, Let you move from entry to entry of the table.

- When you are looking at a particular table entry (i.e. when it's highlighted), the full precision of that entry

is displayed at the bottom ofthe screen.

- Notall of the columns fit on one screen, butthe display scrolls when you use (#3 to moveto the ‘4

column.

- New table values are generated as you scroll either up or down with Za and I.

- IEETH is a toggle key thatlets you switch between a larger and smaller fontsize.

. is a toggle key that offers you a reminder ofthe definition ofthe currently highlighted column.
For example, when is on, you'll see the message Independent Variable ¥ appear at the
bottom of the screen whenever you highlight the # column.
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The TABLE ZOOM Menu

When you're viewing table via (69]TABLE), the menu key offers you some zoom options. For exam-

ple, In will zoom in by the designated zoom factor; and out will zoom out by the designated zoom factor.

You can change the designated zoom factor by pressing and changing the value in the Zeon

field. (The default zoom factor is 4.)

Try an example: Scroll down in the ¥ column,highlight the value .2, and press Select out and press

 

& Y1 YZ Y3
q -.r/B3327|.68161 |-1.26016
5 -.4794¢285|. 8775826]. 546302

-.099833].995004|-.100335
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.4553365|. 3093368

: .PE4EYE3|. B422EAY
1.1 .B91807Y4) . 45359611. 96476
«3
IEC,IITFN 737

 

See what happens? The table is recomputed. .z isstill highlighted, but now the step size is .4 instead of .1.

Notice, too, these other options you have when you IAL

Decinal sets the start value to 0 and the step size to .1 units. (These are the default settings.)

Integer sets the start value to 0 and the step size to 1 unit.

Tria sets the start value to 0 and the step size to (approximately) 71/24 units. (If the angle measure mode
is degrees,then this step size is 7.5 degrees.)

Un-zaon is an UNDO key for zooming. It will reset the table to its most recentsettings.
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The Equation Writer

The Equation Writer is a powerful screen oriented mathematical expression editor. Expressions can be

entered and/or edited while typeset as they typically appear in a textbook. Operations can be performed

on expressions or sub expressions while in the Equation Writer. At any time while an expression is being edit-

ed in the Equation Writer, it must be syntactically valid. At times, the calculator will insert an empty square

(@) as a place holder where an operand is expected. This can give hints about the proper form to use for
various calculator commands.

Quick Overview

Follow the keystrokes in this quick example to get an idea ofwhat the Equation Writer can do. From the stack

screen, with the calculator in its default modes,” press to start the Equation Writer with a blank screen.

You'll enter the expression Al+ 12x + 36, simplify it, then recover youroriginal expression.

 

   

  

   

Press OTF) You should now WE]BATE
see this screen:

EDITCUREEIGEMAL[FRCTO|TERFH]

 

 

Press(2to highlightthe entire expression, then to

take its square root.

Now useI to highlightthe expression under the radical.

You should see this screen:

 

La

 

 

Now press to factor it. Press Za to highlight the en-
tire expression, and then press to simplify.  EDIT [CURE[EXIGEVAL[FRETO[TERFA

Last,press (>JUNDOJ to recoverthe radical expression, press\ to highlight the expression under the rad-
ical, then (ALG) (1) (ENTER) to expandit.

“As with most areas ofthe HP 49G, the modesaffect results significantly. This example wont work ifthe machine is set to approxi-

mate mode; it must be in exact mode.
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Starting the Equation Writer

The Equation Writer can be launched in several ways:

From either the default screen, or from within an edit line on the default screen by pressing (EQW). This

opens up a blank slate where a new expression can be entered. If the Equation Writeris started from

within an edit line, the expression created during the Equation Writer session is pasted into the cursor
position when the Equation Writer wasstarted.

From the home screen by pressing either\& or (TOOL) IEEEH with an expression orresult in level 1, or

by pressing E338 with an expression orresult highlighted during a visit to the history stack.

After selecting any item listed at the v= screen, by pressing BEIT.

From the home screen, by pressing (APPS (6)(ENTER

From applications where a symbolic expression is allowed to fill in the field on an input form or a cell

in a matrix. Press with the desired field highlighted.

From any edit line in an application—just press The expression entered in the Equation Writer

will be patched into the position on the edit line at which the Equation Writer was launched.

Exiting the Equation Writer

The session in the Equation Writer can be terminated in either of two ways:

46

Pressing (ENTER), which takes the expression to an edit line on the home screen. Pressing (ENTER) again

will cause the expression to be evaluated. If (2J*NUM) is pressed the second time instead of (ENTER),

the expression will be evaluated numerically (in approximate mode).

Pressing (or (CANCEL) will abort the session,returning you to whateverstate you were in when the
session began.
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Operating Modes in the Equation Writer

While in the Equation Writer, there are several modes. The cursor’s appearance indicates the current mode.

Entry mode

Thisis the default mode, which you use while entering a part of an expression. It's denoted by a cursor that
is a backwards facing arrow: # If you are in another mode, simply pressing a binary operatorkey, such as

(=) or (=), or the backspace key (*)) puts you back into entry mode, where you will remain until you

either enter another mode (see below) or end the Equation Writer session.

In entry mode, as new terms are typed, they are added to the end of the expression. You can use { J to

group terms and (#) to delete the previously entered character or function. Note that the Equation Writer

supplies the needed parentheses when a function is applied. Note also that the 49G understands implied
multiplication. It will insert a multiplication sign (small dot) for you whenever:

a variable follows a number; Example: 3H

a prefix function follows a number or variable; Examples: 251M C2 or,

a left parenthesis follows a numberor right parenthesis; Examples: 2 CH or (3472 Cnty 2.

If you pressawhile in entry mode, you'll go to selection mode with the current term highlighted. If you
press (_®J, you'll go to selection mode with the previous two terms (or term and function) highlighted.

Selection Mode

Selection mode lets you operate on an expression or subexpression. In this mode, the expression appears

in reverse video (white text, black background). To go into selection mode, press Za or (_») from entry

mode, or (ENTER) from term selection mode. To exit to entry mode, press a binary operator (or (#) at the end

of the highlighted expression). To enter term selection mode, highlight a single term and press 3.

One use for selection modeis to delete portions of an expression. To delete only the highlighted text (and

go to entry mode), press (2JCLEAR)]. Or, will delete the highlighted expression and the preceding

binary operator; (4) deletes the preceding unary function. (You can also use selection mode to Cut, Copy,

and Paste text, just as in word processor programs. See the examples in the section on Editing Operations.)

Another use for selection mode is to alter portions of an expression. For example, pressing a function key

(2JEVAL, etc) applies that function to the highlighted expression. Or,pressing a binary operatorkey
(=) (X), (=) makesthe highlighted expression the left operand, supplies parenthesesif needed,inserts

the operator, and then allows you to enter the other operand.
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Moving around among terms within selection mode requires

that you think aboutthe various “levels” of an expression. (In

fact, selection mode might also be called “level selection

mode.”) For example, consider the expression shown here:

 

2
|[se sth)

The lowest level terms (those that will be evaluated first) are - rr Se

A and B. At the same level as these are X and 1. The next N30IATEF)ATOFT)A)

higher Level (the terms that will be evaluated next) are {A+B and its exponent, 2. After that, (A+E2
and SIN C¥+1> are evaluated. At the next level areand (A+B>2 +SIHX+12. Then comes 3, W,

and Y' to its power. The last operation performed is, of course, the square root.

 

Within selection mode, pressing (a highlights more and more ofthe expression by moving you up to the

next higherlevel of the expression, until the entire expression is highlighted. Pressing highlights less

and less of the expression, by moving you down to the next lowerlevel, until only a single term is high-

lighted. Pressing3 at that pointtakes you to term selection mode. CX) and (2 move you among

termsatthe same Level (or, if you're already all the way atthe rightmostterm atthatlevel, #3 moves you

up to the next Level). Note also a couple of handy shortcuts in selection mode: Pressing (PX® selects
the entire expression. And pressing (NZ takes you all the way downto a single term.

Practice by navigating in selection mode. First, enter the expression above:

(ALPHATA) (+) (ALPHA) (LDPY 2)COBENXIBM(2aI(HB)(H (ALPHAIW). Now press
Za to highlight the W, then (X) and (_®) to move among the three lowestlevel addends. Next, highlight
just the 2 and press (A to select the radicand. Use (a once more to highlight the entire expression.

Press (NZ to go to term selection mode, then press (_») and (4) to move among all the terms.

In Selection Mode, with one or more terms in a sum (orfactors in a product) highlighted, pressing

or (9)) applies the commutative property of addition (or multiplication) with the term (factor) to the

right or left, respectively. This is usefulfor rearranging terms (or factors) in a sum (or product). (2X or
(2) highlights one more term (orfactor) to the right or one term (or factor) fewer, respectively.
 

Try an example. Enter Y"2-22+K2+2« 1a Y

   

2 _2 .2
Press (CD (=) (ALPHA) YY =2 +x +ED3N

[E30 OH
Za\ Za, You should see this screen:

(EDITCUREEXGEVAL[FRCTOJTERFR
 

Press (2) to additionally highlightthe "2 term:

 

  Sl ITTrE)IT(aT)Pe  
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Then press to move the highlighted term to

the left, shifting the other terms to the right.

 

   
   

   

 

 

ETOITTTS

Now press (JD to additionally highlight the Y**2 term.  
  
 

 EDIT CUREEGEVAL[FRCTO[TERFA

    
  

EAEREAErl
  Finally, press EINE to factorthefirst three terms, then (a

to factor the entire expression:

 ITTWr)ITTCTsRT

Term Selection Mode

In this mode, where the cursor appears as an outline box, you use (X_) and (_®) to navigate among terms
(as opposed to among levels) in an expression; any term can be selected and either replaced or operated

on. You can also cut, copy, and paste from this mode. To enter term selection mode from entry mode, press
Jand the last term entered is boxed in. From selection mode, press\& with a variable or number high-

lighted, or press (XE. To exit term selection mode, you either: apply a function to the selected term

(which will then take you to selection mode with the new term selected); replace the selected term by typ-

ing a new term (which takes you to entry mode); or press a binary operator, which makesthe selected term

the left operand, inserts the operator, and leaves you in entry mode to enterthe right operand.

Cursor Mode

Screen Appearance: the cursor appears as a crosshairs; expressions are boxed.

How to Start: Press or (20D
How to Stop: Press to select the boxed expression, or press to cancel.

What it Does: Cursor mode can be used to highlight subexpressions by moving a crosshairs around within

parts of the expression. Each term defines a rectangle in the expression. When the cursoris within the rec-

tangle defined by a term, that term is included in the selection.

Press (and optionally hold down) the arrow keys to move the crosshairs to a term or subexpression you're

interested in. You can press and hold down an arrow key to movejust the crosshairs without redrawing the

box it determines, which allows you to move around very quickly to a term or subexpression you want.
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Editing Operations

Deleting

In entry mode, (#1) erases the character or function to the left of the cursor. In selection mode, [2JCLEAR
permanently deletes the highlighted subexpression; [PJCUT) deletes but saves the selected subexpression

for later retrieval via (>JPASTE]. No deletion is allowed at all in cursor mode.

In selection mode, deletesthe current term and the binary operator,if any, to its immediateleft. To

delete a function, you have a couple of choices. First, highlight the function and its argument. Then you

can press which will delete the function, butleave the argument. Or, you can pressIIE to bring

the highlighted expression to an edit line. Then use the arrow keys to position the edit cursor appropriate-

ly, then (#1), or to delete the function.

 

   

  

Try this. Enter and highlight the following expression in the

Equation Writer:

EWXIROOHENXEXE

   AE

 

EDIT CURE[ETGEVAL[FACTOITERFH

 

Now, suppose you want to delete the sine function. Press

IB, which will highlight SIN(X). Then press (¢3JDEL
Za, You should see this expression:  

 

05ITTF0)SIT(TS ET

Inserting

To insert an operation and operand into an expression, just highlight the other operand and type the oper-

ation and operand you wish to insert. Similarly, if you want to apply a function to an expression,just high-

light the expression and press the function. (Note thatif you inadvertently apply a function to an expres-

sion, can come to your rescue—if the Last stack option is selected (checked) in the CALCULATOR

HODES screen underthe key.)
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Copying and Pasting

Expressions can be cut, copied, and pasted from within the Equation Writer, from an edit line, or from the

history stack. In selection mode or term selection mode, you simply highlight the term or expression to be

copied and press (2JCOPY]. With a target expression or term selected, pressing (PASTE) replaces the
highlighted expression or term with whatever was previously copied.

Undoing

You can recover the contents of the Equation Writer application before the last function was applied by

pressing the Note that (2JCOPY] can be usedto save the current contents ofthe Equation Writer

application. First pressREY highlight the entire expression (if it isn’t highlighted already). Then press

You can now go on to do any number of operations within the Equation Writer, and go back to

screen that was copied by using (=)PASTE),

Step-by-Step Mode

If “step-by-step” mode (stz2p-stap) is selected (checked) on the cas HODES screen, then whenever you eval-

uate any command that can show step-by-step calculations, that evaluation step is copied to the stack auto-

matically. The commandsthat can show step-by-step evaluation are:

* Derivative
* Linear algebra problems involving row reduction, such as LINSOLYE, REEF, ref , EEF

and IMY (of a matrix)
* Euclidean division (ID I%2 for integers and DI%'2 for univariate polynomials)

* Symbolic integration with boundaries (in 2 steps)

Note that there are other commands that you can also use to show a step-by-step solving strategy, but these

require your explicit intervention:

* Apply commutativity law inside the Equation Writer

* Apply a command to a subexpression inside the Equation Writer, or converting to a form that
can be “solved” (e.g. by SOLVE or INTY)

* 1BP (integration by part)

* User change of variable inside an integral
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How Do | Do Calculus in the Equation Writer?

In this section, we'll cover the most common operations performed in first year calculus course. In each

example, we'll assume that we're starting from a blank screen in the Equation Writer, with default modes set.

All the commands can be found in the CALC menu, or on the keyboard itself.

How Do | Take a Limit?
 

The limit command is found in the CALC menu:

SLL
 

 

a]i=5

([EQW) (9)CALC) (ENTER) (ENTER) [aNJa :

HX OX ELE) 0)(2) vill give the screen shown

here. Then will evaluateit.
  EDIT CUR:EXGEVAL[FACTO[TERFA
 

You can also take limits at infinity and apply the limit com-

mand to an existing expression. Clear the Equation Writer

first by pressing (2)CLEAR), then: OOOH

LE (2)(JCAL) ENTER] (ENTER)
2]=) ([2XE\. You'll getthe screen shown here.

Then will evaluateit.

 

  3 ICTIr)ITT(To)  

Note: If the independent variableis the same in the limit expression as defined on the cis KaDES screen, you

need not enter an equation as the secondargument to the limit command. Instead, you can just enter the

value. For example,if InoEF is defined as #, the command LIMIT (SIH C07:4 82 will work.

How Do | Take a Derivative?

The command (2) on the keyboard can be used to take a derivative. If you select step-step on the cas

HODES screen, you'll see the derivative computed step-by-step. To differentiate #™2%LH (1-213, for

example: OXEWIDOEXEERIX(EE. Now repeatedly.
  

<-- This

a..z _ eventually re,
PEI a“SE | oll becomes 2EelFILA,Lp

this. -->

 

EDIT |CURE |EXG m]EVAL[FRCTOIT
Note: The ERYcommandin thefirst menu under ((9]CALC) can also be used to differentiate. It always
differentiates with respectto the current independentvariable. To specify a different variable of differentia-

tion, use the DER IY command and specify that variable as the second argument.

EDIT] CURE[EIG |EVAL[FACTOIT  
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How Do | Evaluate a Definite Integral?
 

The command on the keyboard can be used to evalu-

ate an integral. Its result will be accurate to whatever number

of digits is specified in Number Format on the caLcuLaTak
HODES screen. For example,to evaluate this integral...    

EDIT [CUREETGEVAL[FACTO[TERFA    

  

 

  

... do this: EWR]ICDALPHA(GE)OD(DEX)
OXEm

 

 

0TTIE)ITO(a)

Note: +# and —# can be used as a limit or integration. For example, try (EQW) (25)(DOD(Gl=)(D
OBEXIEDXEA. JET
 
 

 

  

 

E0IT CURETGEVAL[FRCTOITERF EISET

 

How Do I Find an Antiderivative?

There are three commands available to compute an antiderivative: IMT%', for an antiderivative with

respect to the independentvariable, IMT, which allows you to specify the independent variable (but which

you must type from the keyboard;it's not on a menu), and RE ISCH, which uses the Risch algorithm to com-
pute an antiderivative.

For example,to find an antiderivative for ©¥C05 (Zk 2, with # the independentvariable:
(2X2(CALC) (ENTER) (8) (ENTER)... Erm

  

 

  

 

   

  

  

 

  
  

 

  

 

RNRAREBERNhl

 

IE 1)

    CUREEGEVAL[FRCTO|TERFA 0lf ICTWr)ITT(FTA
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To find an antiderivative using the INT command, you need to type IMT first. For example, here's how to

find an antiderivative for 1 ¢(1+4T~23: ([EQW) (ALPHAJALPHA] INITJALPHA] (QO) (DN (=H (1)
oD YA. (Thethird argument to IMT is the variable or

expression to substitute for the independent variable after the antidifferentiation.) Then B%LIM to calculate.

 

  

J

1+TT
IHT      ELIT CURSEEG»)EVAL[FRCTO[TERFA rl VTIrITT(aT)

Note: Instead ofpressing to lock alpha mode on (then once more when youfinish

typing multiple characters), you could instead press and hold down

How Do | Solve a Differential Equation?

The HP 49G can find general and specific solutions to differential equations but not from within the

Equation Writer. Use the home screen forthis. (For more on this, see the section on the (CALC) menus.)

How Do I FindA Taylor Polynomial?

Within the Equation Writer, you can compute the 4th degree Taylor polynomial at x = O for a function. (To

compute other Taylor polynomials orseries, you need to work from the home screen. For more on this, see

the section on the menus.)

For example, here's how to find the Taylor polynomial for sin(x):

(EQW) (SINJX)(2a(C1)CALC) (2) (ENTER) (4) (ENTER) (DD)... Br
 

 
 

 

  
  

    

AYLORE[SIH   

    0 ITTFOi)ITTFT) EDIT CUR:EIGEVAL[FRETO[TERFA
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How do I do Implicit Differentiation?

The HP 49G is fully capable of performing implicit differentiation and, by using the SUBSTitute command,
even isolating the derivative term. Here are two examples, one easy, one more involved.

First, differentiate 52+d » y= ¥'=Y"2=4, as follows: Co (SO)
X ka B APHALY] (GlOX) (OD 2a
I=) [EEN Note thatit is necessary to enter tr’ {x2
rather than simply *’ so that the calculator will know thatis

a function of ® when you differentiate. You should see this:

 

  

   
TEEAEit   

 

Now apply the derivative command to the equation:

E)EIIIRIZNY EVAL

 

Note that the calculator names the derivative term d1% C2.

Replace that expression with the variable I, using the substi-

tute command. (This is necessary because you need to iso-

late [* in the result; the calculator can'tliad diCHa)

(2)ALG) (6) (ENTER) (ALPHA)ALPHAY]) (4X)

Fl ENTEOETT(TS  
 

 

    OEEEs EVAL EEEETe

EQIT

|

CURE

|

EG

wm
]

EVAL[FACTOTE  To isolate [ in this equation,first make a copy: (COPY

Then use (CANCEL to return to the stack, and ((9]SSLV)

(2JENTER) (2)JPASTE) (=) (ALPHA]D) (ENTER), Then &/

 

=ii]1+rd
will take the result back to the Equation Writer. FE

=
Here's whatit Lookslike:

 

Now, you could leave this equation as it is, but you might

want to change the ' C2} term to a usable variable so that
you can use the derivative in other calculator environments.

To do this,just use the substitute command to change ' £2

to: (2)ALG[6)ENTER) (ALPHA]Y) (QJOIX)OO (2)=)
(ALPHATY)(2)ITH.

 

 

 

  40 lf TTIE)ITT(Ti  
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One common calculator environment you may want to use, of course, is graphing. Now that you've made

the equation entirely usable, you can copy its right hand side and use the Fast-3D graphing utility to take a

look at it: 7(3) (2)CoPY) (CANCEL) (7)20/3D) (HTH.
 

UseI as necessary to scroll down and find the Fast 3D selection. HEI to selectit for the plot Tups,
thenI to highlightthe Eg field, and
 

Make sure the independentvariable is # and the dependent

variable is. Then press EATER.

 poEE

In the Fast3D plot, the arrow keys can be used to move the

eye point around the figure.

XE

Notice how the axes in the lower left hand corner of the

screen rotate with the imageto give an idea ofthe orientation.

EE
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Numerical Solving

In either ALG or EPH mode, pressing will bring

up a menu of 5 separate numerical solving features:

Any ofthese can be accessed by highlighting it and pressing
ENTER

Solve Equation

 

KAD #YZ HEX R= 'H°'

tHOH Tolug gauatian..
d.50lug diff eq..
J.50lug poly.
Y.5olug Lin =ys=..
5.50 lug Faindance..

ALG
 

i.

 

     
[1| [CAncL]ok|

First, note that if you choose to type equations without using the Equation Writer, only ALG mode under-

stands implied multiplication between numbers and variables (but not between two variables); RPN mode

does not. Of course, a good way to enter any equation is the Equation Writer, which understands implied
multiplication in either mode—and the Equation Writeris accessible from within the satue equation tool.

First, select the so Lue equation tool (via (2 NUMSLV}s menu,

as shown above), and make sure the cursoris on the Eq field.

Then press and enter your equation.

(When finished, highlight the entire equation and copy it

(press for easier editing later.)

Now press and the equation will appear in the proper

form in the Eq field. Notice how the solver createsfields for

each of the variables in the equation. (If these don't yet ap-

pear and the Eq field is still highlighted, press again.)

Now, you simply move to each known variable and enterits

 

 

  30i ICTi)CTT(oT

SOLVE EQUATION

Eq: R=(—B+J (B"2-4¥A*C)..
a: E:

R: C:

 

 

 Enter valu or press SOLVE

E0IT][wake] [0LVE
 

  
value. Forthe variable you want to solve for when all the others have known values, highlight it and press
ERA. The correct value will be returned into that variable slot—and will also be placed on the stack.
 

SOLVE EQUATION  
Eq: B=C—B+J (B"2-4¥A*C)..
i: Bo -1
A: 1 c: —12

  Enter value or press S0LYE

ELIT] |[WARE[INFO[OLE

 

RAD KYZ HEX R= ‘4d ALG
{HOHE
 

And.
Ls |c |a |BE |v3|W

  
To get the other quadratic solution, highlight 4, then go back to the Equation Writer (EQw), paste in your

equation (press ((JPASTE), change the sign in the formula, then and repeat the solving process.
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Solve DiffEQ:

The satue diff 29 tool will take you to the screen called soL¥e ¥* ¢Ty=F(T,¥3, where you can calculate the

solution to a differential equation between initial and final values of the independentvariable.

Example: Find the solution to 9 _ x* fromx=1tox=3
ox

The fields on the screen are as follows:

Fi The expression to be solved.

Indep: The name of the independentvariable.
Init Grdep): The initial value of the independent variable.

Final Gndep): The final value of the independent variable.
soln: The name ofthe variable to be solved for.

Init (sotn): The initial value of the solution variable.

Final (etn): The final value of the solution variable.

 

   

  

  
   

 

    

Sens ~OLVE Y'(TI=F(T,Y)

F:

Indep: X Init: Final 56,5
soln: YY Init: Final

Tol: , BAA] Step: DFf1t _ Stiff

Enter Function of INDEP and SOLN
(EDIT[CHOns]|| ZOLYE

 

 
 

 

SOLVE Y'(TI=F(T,Y)

 

For the above problem, therefore, the screen looks like this: |r: WA

Indep: ¥ Init:] Final 3

Note: You can't enter the expressionif the variable(s) used in [Sons ¥ Init:[ FinalCT
it contain values; purge all such variables beforehand. For [T®%% = BOB] step: Df 11 _ stirs

example, you need to purge #in this case. Press SOLVE For Final soln value
[ECIT]1||INIT+ls0LvE|

SOLVE ¥'(TI=F(T,¥J

  
 

  
F: R22

Now,with the highlight on the Final (za tn) field, press ETSI Indep: X Init :1 Final _
and you getthis: soln: YY Init: Fina L Ei=ee

 

Tol: , BAA] step: DF 1t _ Stiff

Fress SOLVE For Final soln value

EIT) || [INIT+
  

 

  

 

    

 

 

540 ¥YZ HEX R= 'H° ALG
LHOMEZ
 

Pressing will put the solution back on the stack and
give a full view of the number:

Tolerance: . 83881
Solution: 8. 66666666668 
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Solve Poly

In the polynomial solver (i.e. at the screen called £0LVE an-#=n+. .+A1-#+a0), you key in the polynomial in a

quick fashion,via a simple vector containing the coefficients of the terms, in descending order of degree.

Lt JFor example, to solve #™2=#—12=H, you would enter the polynomial in the ceefricients field as follows:

GOODEeIETER

  

 

    

The cursor will move to the koats field. Press EXANY and the roots will appearthere.

LESOLVE AN- H°N+..+A1- X+A0 E5558 BEE SOLVE AN -¥*N+..+A1 - S+A0 S885

CogFfFaicignts [ an .. a1 a0 1: Co@ffFacaents [ an .. al ag 1:

[1.,-1.,-12.1 [l.s-1.,5-12.1

Roots: Roots:

Enter roots or press SOLVE Enter root: or press SOLVE

IEIIE13ETS ELIT]|SYHE[SOLVE  

Note that E18 will send the results to the stack, with the rootsin factored form (or—if you've solved for

a polynomial rather than roots—the solution polynomial in conventional decreasing-degree order).

 

Try another. Find the roots of #™2+4=8, by filling in the Sie SOLVE ANBN+.+AL- HAD E00
A ; ..|CoRFFicignts [ an .. a1 a0 1:

coerFicients field as shown here. (Notice how the missing [1..0..4.1]
d . . a 5 = 3 =
egree in the polynomial must nevertheless be represented [pooq:

with a zero coefficient.) With the Rusts field highlighted, press |[IE TINERE

{URNSvoila. (Complex roots appear as ordered pairs.)

 

  Enter root: or press SOLVE

EDIT] |||SYHE[SOLVE]
 

Try one more. Suppose that you know the roots, say -2, 3 and 5, and you wantto find the corresponding

 
 

polynomial. You just enter the roots... .. and for the polynomial.

FEE SOLVE AN- HD++All Beno E5558 HEE SOLVE AN-BN+.+A - Keno EERE

CogfFFicients [ an .. ai af 1: Cofficients [ an .. al a0 1:

[-2. 3. a | [2.33.35.]

Roots: Roots:

Enter roots or press SOLVE

EDIT]||[EVE[SOLVE]

 

     Enter root: or press SOLVE

EOIT]| [SVHE[SOLVE]

RAD HYZ HEX R= 'H ALG
LHOMES

 
 

 

And the stack version looks pretty good when you send the
results there via EEL (then (ENTER):   
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Solve lin sys

In the linear systems solver (i.e. at the screen called saLVE S¥TEM f-%=E), you key in two matrices:

i: A square matrix whose rows contain the coefficients of the respective equations in the system

BE: A column matrix containing the constants ofrespective equations in the system.

pres SOLVE SYSTEM R-H=E
 

   

   

 

The solver will return the solution (column) matrix, #. a:[TT
E:

For example,solve this system: 2a + 3b+c =2 Hi

—-a+4b+2c=1
3a-2b+2c=-5 Enter coffFFicients Hatrix A  

With the cursor on the a field, press IXEHMl. This will take you to the Matrix Writer toolfor easy data entry.

Make sure that appears on the menu line. (If not, press to change it) Then enter the values:

(2)ENTER) (3JENTER] (1JENTER)JAJX). This establishes it as a 3-column matrix and take you
back to the first column; from now on, you won't need to re- SOLVE SYSTEN RA: R=E

peat those keystrokes at the end of each row: :
(2)ENTER) (3]ENTER] (2]+/—JENTER) (2]ENTER)

(ENTER). The matrix will now appear inf:

UseI to moveto the &: entry, then IEAM, This time you [Enter coefficients Hatrix A
want to appear. (If necessary, press IFTIM) Then
enter the matrix values: (2JENTER)(1)ENTER](5[+/=)JENTER)

This matrix will now appear ink:

  

 

   
 

  
  

 

 

SOLVE SYSTEM A-X=E

A: [[2.s3ual.] [=1.s4..
¢: [IESTET

H:

 

Press and the solutions will appear in decimal

form. To view the full values, press and move through
the matrix. Pressing (ENTER) while the #: is highlighted will re- [Enter constants or press SOLVE

turn the solutions to the stack, as well. EDIT [cHoos]|[S0LUE

SOLVE SYSTEM R-K=E KAD XYZ HER R= 'H°' ALG
LHOHEZ

 
  

    

 

 

« 137894736¢E
Solutions:i] 1.18326315¢

-1.63157894
IE
    

Solve Finance

(The se tue Finance tool under (PINUMSLY) is exactly the same as pressing (FINANCE] That section is
found elsewhere in this Guide.)
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Finance

The HP 49G allows you quickly to do calculations involving compound interest—also known as the Time

Value of Money. Just press (QIFINANCE] to go to the TIHE YALUE OF HOMEY screen:
 

 

  

 

TINE VALUE OF HONEY

n: ENN IVR: O
FY: @,.060
PHT: @, B08 FsYR: 12
Fv: @.89 End
Enter no. of paynents or SOLVE
[EDIT][| [#HOR[SOLVE]

n: The number of periods (and payments to be made) in the term ofthe loan.

I#YE: The annualized interest rate, as a percent.

FU: The Present Value (total amount to be financed).

FHT: The periodic payment amount.

FU: The Future Value (total amountstill owing at the end of the loan).
FoyR: The numberof periods (also payments) in a year.

End/Beain The point in each period when the paymentis made—eitherat the beginning or end.

You enter all necessary data, then highlight the item you wantto solve for and press EIR,

Try an example. How much per month would it costto take out a 3 year loan of $12,500 at 9.25%? To find

out, press (if you're not already there), then move the highlight to the n field and press:

 

  

  

(3)6) ENTER) TINE VALUE OF HONEY
(91)2)(5) (ENTER), n. 28ai ag 9.23
(N2EI0l0) ENTER) EraTaa0-081a
(2 past the #u1 field for now (since that's your unknown), |py

Fy A. 515) =yn}

(0) ENTER) Choose When payHents are Hade
IS717%

The payment mode should be EHD. Adjust it if necessary (via [IIIEH), then use the arrow keysto return to
the PMT field. Press and you should get =33&. 3. This will be the monthly payment amount.

Note: If you press (ON), you will find thatthis payment value was also returned to thefirst line of
the stack. (If you exit the TVM screen to see the stack,just press (QJFINANCE] again to get back;the values

you have entered will still be there.)

Of course, the beauty of the TVM screen—like the other solver screens—is that you can easily change one

value and solve again. (And each time you solve for something,it will be left on the stack). Try another

example...
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Suppose you can afford to pay $975/month (principal and interest) for a mortgage payment. How much

money can you borrow? It depends on the mortgage interest rate. Use the Finance solverto test scenarios.

If you can get a 30 year(i.e. 360-month) mortgage at 8.5% APR, how large a mortgage can you afford?

At the TVM screen,key in the values as shown here. (The neg-

ative sign for the payment, FAT, indicates the direction cash is

flowing from yourpoint of view: You received the loan, F¥, to

buy a house, so the Ft amountis positive; you pay the pay-

ment amount, so it's negative.)

Now, highlight PV and press

Under these loan terms, you can afford a mortgage in the

range of $126,000 range.

Now that you've solved for the payment, you can also use

anothertool, ELIT,to itemize your payments into principal
and interest. Press Lilildill now, and it will bring you to this

screen:

You can specify any number of payments made during the
life of the loan. For the first year, for example, you can just

leave the 12 in the Faunents field. NowI downto high-
light the Principalfield and ELIT...

In thefirst year of your mortgage, you'd be paying a total of

12 * $975 in payments, but only $958.58 of that would re-

duceyour balance (and so you'd still owe $125,843.72). The
other $10,742.42 you paid would be interest.

So, how much would the house cost you out of pocket over

the full 30 years (360 months) of the mortgage? Find out:

Just enter 368 in the Faynents= field and again... That
$126,800 loan will cost about $351,000 in total payments.

 

 

TIHE VALUE OF HOREY

 

n: 368 IVR: 8.5
FY: @.068
PHT: —975. 68 FYR:
Fv: @.68 End

Enter no. oF payHents Er year

TINE VALUE OF HONEY
 

  

 

nh: 360 IZYR: 8.5

Fu: X

PHT: —975. 68 PsYR: 12
FY: @.68 End Enter present value or SOLVE

EDIT]| |[AHF[S0LVE]

ANORTIZE

1Ztyan

 
 

  
FayHents:

Principal:

Interest:

Balance:

  Enter no. of payHents to gHort

  
 

  

 

PayHents:

Fraincipal:

Interest:

Balance:

874
125843.72

«42

  
LEOIT|] || [E+W]HHOK]

 

 

ANORTIZE
364

 

PayHents:

Frincaipal:

Interest:

Balance:

 

—224197. 7
5. 15E—6

8

  
(ECIT] ||[E+]AMOR

(Note: the balance of 5.15E-6 or: .00000515,is the calculator's way oftelling you that you owe nothing.

The payments and amountsare, due to rounding,off by a few hundred thousandths from zero.)
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Symbolic Solving

 

 

     

Pressing in either ALG or RPN mode will bring up a RA i
symbolic solver menu with seven tools on it. (The seventh | -

item, not shown here,is ZER065.) 3.LDEC
Y.LINSOLVE

The mode you're using (ALG or RPN)affects the rules for use ie

and entry, so what follows are examplesof each. TTTTaner]ok|

Algebraic Mode

DESOLVE

The pezaLYE tool will solve certain first-order differential equations with respect to the current variable. In

ALG mode, pEzoLYE needs a list of two arguments: the differential equation and the variable to solve for.

(Be sure to purge all variables used in the equation first. For example here you might want to press (TOOL

EEA (0) (2DX)JsPA)(2)(ALPHA (ENTER)

Example: Find y(x) if y'x) = x%

 

Press (QSSLVENTER) (ALPHA]DJALPHAYJJOX) (CD (2)=)
ee) SOX]  

RAD HYZ HEX R= 'H' ALG
{HOME>
 

This is what you should see:

WOLVECIY(RI=KT2, Y (Re)
Ln[Isvk]FwFHTPVEFW

RAD ®YZ HER R= ‘H' ALG
LHOHEZ

 

 

Press and you should getthis result, which is the cor-

rect symbolic solution (including the constant, denoted here |= pESOLVELD irrye)

as Ca frem=Lxcol
(EETTIETTOTTST
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ISOL

The 150L tool will symbolically isolate a variable in a given expression. In ALG mode, you supply a list with

two arguments—the expression and the variable to be isolated.

Example: Isolate the variable C in the temperature conversion formula F = 2 C + 32.

To get ISOL (F=(9-5)*C+32, Con the stack, press:

(&JssV) (2) ENTER) (ALPHATF) (2]=) (JOT)8) (BD
(X)(aPHAIC) (1) (32)(2)(ALPHA

Your screen should look like this:

Press and you should getthis result:

Try another example that yields a familiar result.

Isolate # in the quadratic equation Y=R*x"2+B*x+C

 

To do so,press: (CASS) ENTER) (ALPHALY)(2)
ALPHA ALPHA] BX]X) (ALPHA

JX]

Your screen should looklike this:

Pressing (ENTER] gives youthis:

5

 

RAD AY¥Z HER R= '&° ALG
{HOHE
 

ISOLCF=C9-30%C+32,C#4
IFTA |FHT |FYE |FU |

RAD RAYZ HEX R= *'{° ALG
LHOHEZ

 

 

: 150L[F=2.Cc+32.C]
c=SF-160)

3
ETTIETIWT
  

 

RAD HYZ HEX F~ 'H' ALG
LHOHEZ
 

WLCY=AXR2+B¥X+C, XK)
ITIFFTTOTTST

RAD HYZ HEX R= 'H' ALG
LHOHEZ

 

 

: 150Lly=A4E+B%+C3)
os ple?anc-ava

2A
ELIT [VIEW|RCL[Tok[FURGE|CLERF]
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LDEC

The LEC tool will solve a linear differential equation with constantcoefficients or a first order differential
equation with variable coefficients. In ALG mode, you must supply it with a list of two arguments.

The first argumentis the function forming the right hand side of the equation, if you're dealing with a sin-

gle equation. (For a system of equations, this argument would be an array of the terms not containing the
dependent variables.)

The second argumentis the auxiliary polynomial for the single equation. (For a system of equations,it’s
the matrix of coefficients of the dependent variables.)

Example: Solve the differential equation y"(x) = x + 3

You need to put LDEC C1433 X22 onto the stack.

To do so,press (ISS) (3JENTER) (X] (+) (3)(2)
The screen should now look like this:

Now press and your screen should display the solu-
tion,like this:

Symbolic Solving

 

RAD 8YZ HEX R~ 'R’ ALG
{HOHEZ
 

  LDECCR+3, BX2%
ITIFFTITOITTITET

 

RAD XYZ HEX R= 'H' ALG
{HOHE
 

sLDEclx+34) ,
LP +20 +01RCO

NETESTTEANT    
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LINSOLVE

The LInsoLYE tool solves a system of linear equations. In ALG mode, you must supply it with a list con-

taining two vectors—the equations to be solved and the variables being used.

For example, suppose you want to solve this system of equations: x+y=2

x—-y=8

You need to put LINSOLVE CLx+Y=2, X-%=81, [X,Y 12 onto the stack.

 

To do so, press (JSSLV) (4) (ENTER) RAD XYZ HEX R= 'X' ALG

COXHEPA](E]=)Ee] a
XEArEEE(DEL)
(SII) (X) (2)(ALPHA Y)(ENTER)

 

: LINSOLVELK+Y=2 ®=Y=81r
ULR+Y=2 x=Y=81[X YI} Sper
_E0ITVIEW|KCL3Tok[FURGE[CLEAF]

 

 

    

Your screen should look like this:  
The result comes in three separate pieces—in a list that is usually too wide for the display. To view all of

this list, use (and CX) and (® to scroll yourview as needed.)

 

M[%+v=2 ®X-Y=2] [% Y1} Spr

First you'll see the original system echoed back to you.

 

 

dSpecifici{2 -22 1. } [XK

Then comes list of the “specific” pivots.

 

TERT][||0H

 

h=:{2 -2 2 1. } [¥=5 Y=—31}

Last comes the solution vector.
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SOLVEX

The saLvEH tool solves a given equation specifically for the variable i. (If given an expression rather than

an equation,it will equate the expression to zero and solve accordingly.) In ALG mode you simply enter the
equation (or expression) and invoke this solver.

Example: Solve x* + 2x —3 = 5 for x.

First, enter SOLVER (R™2+2%¥%—-3=3) onto the stack:

(SSS)ENTER] HERXEEEIEE)
The screen should looklike this:

Now press and you'll see the solutions displayed as

a list, like this:

Example: Solve Ax + 2B =3C - 5 for x.

Enter SOLVER (A*A+2*¥B=3%C-5) onto the stack:

(&JSSLv)(5JENTER] (ALPHAAIX] I=)
(=)(5). The screen should looklike this:

 

Now press and you'll see the solutions displayed as

a list, like this, with the input on the left and the solution on

the right:

Symbolic Solving

 

RAD XYZ HEX R= 'H°' ALG
{HOHEZ
 

SOLVEVXCR"2+25—-3=54
ETS] ETA(WT

RAD 8YZ HEX R= ‘'H' ALG
{HOHEZ

   
 

 

: soLVEVRCE+2.3—3=5)  in=2 K=—4}
(EDIT[WIEMRCLTok[FURGE[CLEAF]  

 

n¥Z HEX R= ‘dH ALG
EZ

RAD
{HOH
 

SOLVEVX(A*X+2B=3C-5)

RAD #YZ HEX R= 'H°' ALG
{HOHEZ

  
 

 

: SOLVEVRIAN+2.B=2C—5)
vo2B-(3L-5)
= A

CENIT[VIEWRELSTitkFURGE|LERE]
    



Example: Solve x*> + 4 = 0 forx.

In this case, the solutions are complex numbers. The machine can produce these solutions correctly, pro-

vided that complex mode is active. If not, you will get null results.
 

 

CAS HODES

Indepvar
To check on the status of complex mode, press (MODE), then Hodulo: 2

_NuHRric _ Approx __ CoHp lex
BEER, to see this screen: _Yerboze _ Stepsstep _ Incr FoH

v Rigorous yw SiHp Non-Rational

Just for illustration, be sure that the _coup lex field is inactive Entre independent variable nang

(unchecked) and continue with the problem that way.... ||[cAncL]ok

|

 

  
Press (ENTER) (ENTER) to return to the stack, then: ($3JSSLV]5 JENTER (No need to enter =

0 because the HP 49G will assume it if not told otherwise.)
 

RAD XYZ HEX R= ‘WH’ ALG
LHOHEZ
 

Now pressing (ENTERJ should givethis result—an empty list,
indicating no solutions (i.e. no real solutions):

 : soLvEVl3E+a) os

EDIT]NIEW]FEL210kJFURGEICLEAR  

 

CAS HODES  
Indep var:s

But now go back to the cas Hopes screen (MODE), then ie 3
and activate Complex mode (i.e. check the complex |_NunRric _ Approx [EConplex

_ _approx field, if it's checked: Verbose _ Stepsstep _ Incr PoHfield). Also, un-check the _approx field, if it's checke Z Rigorous 2 Sinp Non-Ratienal

ALLoH CoHpleX nuHbers?

EDIT]  [w*CHE] [CAOCL]0H
      

 

2 HEX C= '§' ALG

 

Now repeat the above solution keystrokes. Pressing

should give you these results: . SOLVEY®[%Ei4) |

R==l21) K=2iy
EDIT[VIEW]RCLTuk[FURGE[CLERF

 
 

 

2 HEX C~ 'R' ALG

 Note: If Approximate mode is on, a little tilde, ~, will have

replaced the = in the Annunciator area, and the results will
instead look like this:   
 

pailay
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SOLVE

The soLYE tool solves a given equation for the specified variable. (If given an expression rather than an

equation,it will equate the expression to zero and solve accordingly.) In ALG mode you enter list of two

arguments—the equation or expression and the variable to be solved for.

Try an example. Solve for B in this equation: Ax + 2B=3C-5

 

To do this, type (€2)SSLV]6JENTER) (ALPHAAJX)X)

==) EEE]

Your screen should now look like this:

Pressing will yield the solution:

Symbolic Solving

 

RAD RYZ HEX C~ 'H' ALG
{HOHE
 

 SOLVECA*X+2B=3C-5,B)
  
 

EDIT VIEW]RCLSTuk[FURGE[CLEAF

RAD HYZ HEX C= '¥' ALG
LHOHES
 

: SOLVEIR-¥+2:B=3C-3
i ig25)

0] EENEEIEET     
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ZEROS

The zekoz tool will solve for the zeros of a single-variable function. Thatis,it will set to zero the given
expression and solve that equation for the variable specified. In ALG mode, you must supply a list with two
arguments—the expression and the variable to be solved for.

Example: Find the zeros of x* + 2x — 3.

Press SSWV]7) (ENTER) (XY(2) DH (2X) (D) (3)
EX

Your screen should now look like this:

Press (ENTER to getthis:

 

RAD HYZ HEX R= ‘RH’ HLT ALG
LHOHEZ 02 d7eNoY:a2
 

  FEROS CA™M2+2K—3, K4
IEFITITTITGETT

RAD RYZ HEX R= '&H'
LHOHEZ

  
 

ALG
i0 25 nov:az
 

: ZEROS+2343,3¢) 1-33
ESTN FURGE[CLEAR]   

If Complex mode is active (check the _cenptex field on the cas MODES screen), ZERe$ can return complex

roots too. For example, find the zeros of x? + 2x + 3.

Press (JSS)(ENTER)

2)(X) (ENTER)

Note: If Approximate mode is active (check the cas HopES

screen or look for a tilde, ~, rather than a =, in the status area),

the results will instead look like this:
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RAD XYZ HEH C= 'H' ALG
{HOHE 10:42 nov:a3

: ZERDGIN+2%i—3,1)
{1-3}

: 7ER0OS[XE+25423)
-1+i2) -(1-id21}

IEOEEEETGEEEET

 

    

 

 

RAD HYZ2 HEX C~ 'H' ALG
{HOME> 10:45 Qhoy:22

: 2EROS[XE+2543x)
{-(1+i2] (1-1.J2]}

{(-1.,-1.41421356237) (-+
(—=1.,1.41421356237) 2
ETETI[A
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S.Slv in RPN Mode:

The main difference between ALG and RPN modes is in the formatting and “timing” of the arguments you

provide: ALG mode looks for multiple arguments in a list that follows (and is a part of) the desired com-

mand; RPN mode expectsto find its arguments already on the stack (one argument per level) when you

enter the command. The order in which you enter the argumentsis the same in either mode.

Other noticeable differences:

= In RPN, a command is not echoed on the stack. It is executed (assuming the stack is arranged correct-
ly) as soon as it is pressed. The arguments and commands then disappear; only the output remains.

= RPN does not understand implied multiplication between numbers and variables. You must provide

every operator explicitly.

- In RPN, you must entervariables and expressions between apostrophes, like this: ' 3". (The ("J key is

the (©)-shifted version of (EQW))

Here are examples ofthe use ofeach ofthe tools in RPN mode. For the sake of comparison these

are the same examples as given for ALG mode.

DESOLVE

Example: Find y(x) if y'(x) = x2.

Keystrokes: (2)JALPHA] [DYALPHA YI[OX] (OD (=]=) ENTER
That's the first argument. Now enter the second one: 

 

    

RAD #YZ2 HEX R= '¥'
2JAPHAYJSIOIX] LHOMEY

5:

Your screen should look like this: a

2 'd1Y(Kr=x"2"
1: "YK!
FEINI[CAEIN|TOFARIHODULIREALH|FERTY

 

 

 

Nowjust execute the PESOLVYE command: RADYe HER R= 'R’

(aSSLV]1JENTER] qs
3:

(If you don't get the results shown, it's mostlikely a modes 2 : _ ~

problem. Be sure that the machine is set to exact mode, not 1: 5 Y(XI=1-3%x"3+C0  approximate mode.)   FFFFRIAI|CAZINIIOFARIHODUL
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ISOL

Example: Isolate the variable C in the temperature conversion formula F = : C + 32.

Keystrokes: (2)JALPHAIF)(2]=) (QO) =HEI(D

(ALPHA (+) (3) (ENTER) (2) (ALPHAJ(C) (ENTER),

You should seethis:

Now execute the IS0L command, (€q]SSLV] (ENTER),

to getthis:

LDEC

Example: Solve the differential equation y"(x) = x + 3

Keystrokes:
=)
Here's what you should see:

Now execute the LEC command, (63)SSLV] (ENTER),

and see this:

 

 

 

RAD HYZ HEX R= 'X'
LHOHES
os
4:
3:
2 'F=9-3%C+32"
i: Ic!

33   

  

 

=
4
3
2
1 'C=(5%F-1608)/9"
NEEECAFOECIT[ET 

 

 

 

 

 

RAD HYZ HEX R= 'H'
{HOHEZ

5:
4:
3:

2: 'K+3
i: 1 8EAD

FRINI|CHZLN|TOFRRIHODULIRERLA

KAD HYZ HEX EK= 'H'
THOME

dq
3:
1: '1/6¥K3+25%2+C1

X+Ca"
"HE |[FEINIJCAZIN INFAK|HODUL|REALA     
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LINSOLVE:

Solve this system of equations: x+y=2

x-y=238

Keystrokes: (SJ)(2)(1) (ALPHALY) (2]=) (2) (LD[2](J (ALPHALY] (2)=) (8) ENTER)
 

 

 
 

 

  
 

And: (QO)(2X)(OD(2)(ALPHA (ENTER) RAD XYZ HEX R= '%°

THOHEZ

You should see this screen: : :

=H
(Note: You may see different notation—i.e. without the “tick [28 [ 'X+Y¥=2' '¥-=-Y=8' 1]

marks™—if the Stack display is set to Textbesk notation in [1 # L '®'" '¥Y' 1]
(VoDE) EEA) FEAF(FRINI]CAETOFRAINODULFEAL

RAD HYZ HEX R= 'R'
LHOMEZ

3: {
Now execute L IMSOLYE, [ENTER], to getthis [ 'R+¥=2' 'K=-Y=8' _]
screen: 2: Specific: { 2 -2 2

- J
1: L '®=3' '¥Y=-3' 1]
_FFAF[FEINI[CAEIN|IOFARHODUL[REALA]

SOLVEX

2 RAD HYZ HEX F= 'R' ALG
Example: Solve x“ + 2x — 3 = 5 for x. {HOHEZ
 

4:

Keystrokes: NXTDEERNOREEE Si
1:
! AEH2¥R—=3=3"
ITA(EF1.4(Fe)FailCITT(ET
 

 

RAD KYZ HEX R= 'H'
{HONE

Now press (ENTER)... : .

3:
2
1: ‘aT2+2%¥R—3=0"
il
 

 

 

Now use SOLVYEX, (ISS) (ENTER) to getthis screen:  { 'B=2' '¥=-=4' 3
AF [FRINI|CRZIN[IOFAR[HOOUL|RERALR     
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SOLVE

Solve for B in this equation: Ax + 2B=3C -5

Keystrokes: (2]") (2]XJALPHA]B]

(2)=) (3]X) (ALPHA[C) (=) (5) (ENTER),
Then: (21JALPHA]B) (ENTER)

Now execute the SOLVE command: (€9)SSLV] 6) (ENTER)

You should see this screen:

ZEROS

Example: Find the zeros of x? + 2x — 3.

Keystrokes: 2IXIY¥2] 5)

And:

 

a =
X
d
= n¥Z HEX R= ‘'H'

HEZ
 

M
a
h

'AEX+23B=34C;5
CAZIN[INF HE[HFT

2 HEX R= ‘4°
 

a
t
=
>

o
o

x m
a
c

nd
=2

 

=
A ABC (HA-(320-52)

FHINI[CAZLIL0FREINUOULIRERLA 
 

2 HEX R= '{'

r
a

r
T
= x m
a
c

od
=

 

 =
A

Ho2+2ER-3 |
FEAF[FRINLICAZLILORENOLULIGEAL   

 

RAD XYZ HEX E= 'H'
{HOHE
 

Now execute the ZEROS command, (69]SSLV) (ENTER),

and you should see this screen:
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p

£1 -3 3
IEECA(A)FETTTT(AT 
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The (9]EXP&LN] Key
Just as the name implies, most of the commands contained in the (<9JEXP&LN] menu dealwith logarithmic,

exponential, or transcendental operations. Each of these commands takes a single expression as an argu-
ment and then returns the transformation ofthat expression.

1. EaPLH transforms an expression oftrig functions to an equivalent expression containing exponential
and logarithmic terms, using the Euler identities:

. ix _ pix ix -ix
sinx=¢_—¢€¢_ cos x=¢ te

l

EXFLHM requres that Complex mode be active. (Use the cas HaDEZ screen to activate it.)

2. EXRPHM returns e* - 1.

3. LIH linearizes expressions of exponential terms. For example, applying LIM to EXF C2 *EXP CY)
gives ExF Cx+Y 2. LIN also linearizes trig functions, after converting them to complex exponentials.

4. LHCOLLECT simplifies an expression by collecting logarithmic terms, using properties of logarithm
functions: log(a) + log(b) = log(ab) and log(a) — log(b) = log(a/b). For example,if you apply

LHCOLLECT to LM Cea =LH CE22 +LH (175730, you'll get LH (HH2%1132. If you

then use (PJEVAL),the result is LH ¢1.7%“4 3,

5. TEx®FHHMD expands expressions involving transcendental functions. When applied to ExF C442,
TERPAHD returns EAP CHa ¥ExF 5). Applied to STH C452, it returns COS CY 2STH CA
+SIMN CY IC05 CR.

6. TSIMF tries to reduce the set of variables and/or expressions in an expression to a set of rationally
independentvariables. (You'll seldom need to use this—try other commandsfirst.)

Note that some of the above commands also appear on other menus. For example, TSIMF and TEX-

PAMD appear on the menu.

Note,too, that other commands not found in the (9]EXP&LN) menu nevertheless perform transformations

that are closely related. For example, TL IM will linearize expressionswith trigonometric terms. Applying
TLIN to SIH G2 *C0OS CY 2+COS CXI2SIN CY) gives STH CR+Y 2.
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The Key

The commands contained in the (ALG) menu offer various ways to evaluate, manipulate or recombine

algebraic expression or equations.

1.

The

EXPAND expands algebraic expressions. For example, EXFAMD applied to (A+B2"2 will give
A*2+2%¥B*A+B™2. And EXPAMD applied to (E#Y#23 "5 gives £"T#YVS%K"™3.

FACTOR factors the argument. When FACTOR is applied to 24, it gives 23#%3. When applied to

BBA"2+7 1 K-12,it gives (2Bx-32% (3x+4). Applied to ®R*¥SIH (RI +A*B*SIH (L242,it
gives STH (x2 (X+B¥A*SIH CX).

Note that FACTOR's behavior is dependent on whether Complex modeis active (adjusted via the cas

HODES screen). For example, in Real mode, FACTOR(x"2+4 2 does nothing; in Complex mode,it
returns (R+21 2% (K-21 3,

LHCOLLECT is also on the menu and is explained there.)

(LIH is also on the menu and is explained there.)

SOLYE computes the value of a given argument that satisfies a given equation. If given two expres-
sions, it creates an equation by setting the first expression to zero, then returns the value(s of the sec-

ond expression thatsatisfies that equation. For example, SOLVE Cx—54 #3 returns W=5. If the first
argumentis already an equation, SOLVE simply returnsthe value(s) of the second argument that satis-

dotLSfies that equation. For example, SOLVE Cx 2—k==y KI returns LH=2 ®=-112.

Note that SOLYE’s behavioris dependent on whether Complex mode is active (adjusted via the cas

Hopes screen). For example, SOLVE C5244, #2 returns ©} in Real mode; in Complex modeit gives
Lh=E=-021) R=21i.

Note also that SOLYE cannot be applied to an expression or equation in the Equation Writer, because

it might return a list of solutions. (The Equation Writer cannot handle lists.)

SUBST replaces a variable with the specified expression. SUBST Ch"2-5K-14=8,Ki=LH (¥2
returns LH C3 2=-3LH Cx) —14=8. You can also replace an expression, with another expression,

if the equation expression=expression, has a trivial solution that could be found via the I S0L (iso-

late) command. For example, SUBST (SIH (sqrt (KX 2+C05S (sqrt (X31, sqrt (X)=A)
will return STH CR +COS CA.
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The Key
The menu is divided into three major groups: 1. Commands involving derivatives and integrals;

2. Commands involving limits and series; and 3. Commands involving differential equations. Note that, as

usual, the correct syntax to enter the argument(s) for a command depends on whether you're working in ALG
or RPN mode: In ALG mode, you invoke the command name and then list the argumentsafterit, separat-

ing multiple arguments with commas. In RPN mode, you enter the arguments onto the stack and then in-

voke the command name. In either mode,the order in which you type the arguments is the same.

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

The

Derivatives and Integrals

CURL computes the Curl of a 3-dimensional vector function, given two arguments: a 3-dimensional

vector function; and a vectorlisting those three variables. For example,

CURL (LH™2%Y, ¥2%, WV"2%¥Z1, [RY £10 returns [2% (2% 2, By V¥ (2¥x0-K"2].

DERIY computes the derivative of a specified function (the first argument) with respectto a specified
variable (the second argument). Note that you can also use the keyboard's (2) for differentiation.

DERYA computes the derivative of a given function (the only argument) with respectto the variable
iLJoo i.ecurrently indicated by 4. The content of */¥ (by default, ' %') can be changed at the Indep var field

Lisson the cas HODES screen—or by storing the desired name into W'#. (Notice thatthis status is indicated

in the Annunciator area, too.) For example, with i set to '#', DERMA Cel (xX™2=1 22 returns

LH CE2-1 0 4n® (2%00 7 (12-10,

[IYreturns the divergence of a 3-dimensional vector function, given two arguments. a 3-dimensional

vector function; and a vectorlisting those three variables. For example,

DIV CLEA2eY ys A28 WV2%2] [HL Ya £210 returns Y# C2¥5 0+ (72+20,

FOURIER evaluates the nth fourier coefficient of the specified function. It needs two arguments: an

expression representing a function, f(x); and n, a natural number.

2rn .

The result: | flx)e™dx

HESS finds the Hessian matrix and gradient of an expression (the first argument) with respectto the

given variables (the second argument, a vector). The vectorofvariablesis echoed as well. Example:

HESS CAs+Y22+R1¥272, LH,3 £12 produces LLB, 1,2%2]
[1,6,11

[2%2. 1 5 2%n] ] 5

[WHE2 Btls VHu¥ (25201,
CHa 21x
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1.7

1.8

1.9

IEF performs antidifferentiation by parts—but in RPN mode only. (Note that IMNT%and IMT will
also antidifferentiate by parts.) IEF lets you choose u and dv.

In other words, to evaluate Juar you supply the following

stack arguments: 2: u(x)v'(x) and getthese stack results: 2: u(x)v(x)

1: v(x) 1: -u'(x)v(x)

You then apply IHT% to the level-1 result, then to get the final answer.

Example: Calculate [x cos(x)dx.

Arguments: 2: 'RK¥COSCx2' Now apply IEP and get: 2: 'SIHCRI=R'
1 :"SIM CRD! 1 '=SIH CRY!

Apply INTWx: 28 SINCRI¥X Now apply to get SIH (x) ¥1+C0S CRD.
1: COS Cx

IMTYx antidifferentiates the argument with respectto the current independentvariable (which is indi-
cated in the Annunicator area and specified on the cas HODES screen). For example:

IMTYws C305 C13 0 returns COS CRO +R*¥STH (RD.

Note that the IMT command (which does not appear on a menu) allows you to specify the independ-
ent variable directly: IMT CSIM Tas Ty expression? gives =COS Cexpression?.

LAFL returns the Laplacian of a function (the first argument) with respectto a list of variables (the sec-
ond argument). Example: LAFL CA2+S IH Va+2. [Ha Ya £210 returns 2=STH CY 2.

1.10 PREVAL evaluates an antiderivative (which you first compute via INT or INT) between two limits

nm

80

of integration. It takes three arguments: the antiderivative expression, then the two limits of integration.
Example: PREWYAL tR"2, 1452 gives 24.

FE ISCH applies the Risch algorithm to evaluate the antiderivative of a given expression (thefirst argu-
ment) with respect to the specified variable (the second argument).

Example: RISCH CxCL+E720 3 82 returns 1 72%LH CX2+1 0.
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Limits and Series

2.1. DIVPL divides two polynomials. As argumentsit requres (in this order): the dividend polynomial; the

divisor polynomial; and the desired degree of the resulting polynomial. It then returns the quotient

polynomial(in ascending powers), up to the degree specified.

Example: DIVPC (x2=14 #414 12 returns 1+:

Example: DINVPC {1+K, 1-H, 4) returns 1+2¥1+2%XK2+2¥1"3+H2¥1"E,

(This is the Taylor Polynomial for C1+X2~ C1=x2 of order 4.)

2.2. LIMIT findsthe limit of a given expression (the first argument) as the variable approaches a given value

(the second argument, an equation—orjust a value if the variable is the default). Some examples:

LIMITCSIMCHY #H, ®¥=8) gives1. LIMIT (KdaK, n=w) givesw.

LIMIT (drei, ¥=—od givesw, LIMIT (LH A+HI-LH CR 02HyH=82 gives 171.

2.3. SERIES calculates a Taylor Series expansion for the given expression (the first argument) about a given

point(the second argument, an equation—orjust the variableif the point is 0). The expansion can be
done at x = =. The third argumentis the desired order of the expansion, a value between —2 and 20. If

you use a positive real value here, the expansion is done from the right; if negative, from the left; if a

binary integer (e.g. #3d), the expansion is bidirectional.

SERIESreturns diagnostic information along with the expansion. First comes the bidirectional limit.
Then comes a list with the series expansion and the order ofthe remainder. Then you get A, in terms of

the original variable, so you can use SLIE'ST to recover the expansion in terms ofthe original variable.

Example: The command SERIES tEXF(2x3 5=14223 returns
ffibimit ie2yEquivied,Expansie’pimtenthtteBehn

+3%2"2250242%23%hddxe215hDy Bemain: tedsh”Eyme-13.

You can now pressa>(COPY) (CANCEL) (=> ALG] 6 JENTER)(IPASTE) (#0) (2)/a. Then press)

seven times to move overto the right of the first curly brace, then («to delete it. Now press (ENTER) to

do the substitution, then ($3JANS] ENTER] to extract the series from the list.

2.4. TAYLORS returns the Taylor Polynomial about O for the specified expression (the only argument),
expanded to the 4th degree term. (This can be applied in the Equation Writer, as well as from the stack.)

Example: THYLORG SIM CX3 returns 1/128%13+-1/6%1"344,

2.5. TAYLEreturns a Taylor Polynomial for the specified expression (the first argument) expanded in a

specified variable (the second argument) about O, to a given degree (the third argument). Example:

TAYLR (EXP (25 #452 returns 1+8+1 72%02+1/0403+ 1 224%0441 71 28%X73.

(Note: You will probably want to activate the Inc Fon option on the Cas HoDES screen, so that the

polynomialis displayed with increasing powers.)
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Differential Equations

3.1 DESOLVE can compute the general solution to a differential equation or find a specific solution, given

initial conditions. It requires two arguments. The first argumentis either: an equation of the form

d1F C2 = expression, where expression isin terms ofx and F C3 and specifies the slope; or a vec-

tor whose first elementis the slope equation and whose second elementis an initial condition, specified

in the form F {(A>=B. The second argument for DESOLVE is simply the name ofthe function to be
solved for, such asF €x).

Example: DESOLYE ¢d1F (x 2=C0S (12, F (X22 returns {F (XI=SIN (x2 +CH 3.

Example: DESOLYE CLd1F CXd=(x+12%F (KX, F(B)=11,F (kJ)
returns {F (XI =1% (EXP (RIXEXP (R°2-,200 5.

32 ILAF takes an expression in the current independent variable and returns the inverse Laplace
Transform of the expression. Example: ILAP C17 CA—12"3) returns 172%xX2%EXP (1).

3.3 LHP takes an expression in the current independent variable and returnsits Laplace Transform:

F(s) = J fixeds

Example: LAF CSIH C23 returns 1.7 {140720

3.4 LDEC can solve either a system oflinear differential equation with constant coefficients, or a first order
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differential equation with variable coefficients.

LECtakes two arguments. For a single equation, the first argumentis the function on the right hand

side of the equation; for a system of equations, the first argumentis a vector of the terms not contain-

ing dependentvariables. The second argumentis the auxiliary polynomial, in the case of a single equa-

tion; for a system of equations,it's a matrix of the coefficients of the dependent variables.

Example: LDEC (725 25+1) returns 8=4#x+x"2- (B-CHI*¥EXP (-1-2%x).

Example: LDEC Cay A+k<m2 returns m¥a-k +— (m¥Eg—k ¥CAI Ak ¥EXP (= (k/m¥RI 0.
(This describes the velocity ofa free falling body with air resistance taken into account.)
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Time and Alarms

The HP 49G has an internal calendar and clock, which it can display if you wish. It also allows you to set

alarms. These time features are independent of mode (RPN or ALG).

Time and Date

 To display the time and date:

 

DISPLAY MODES
Font:F£8_B: SYSTEM B

Press and I’ down to the Header field and AN ona -gba —Indent

make sure it's set to 2 Then press (_#J to check the |[EQH: _ SHall _Snall Stack Disp
Clock field. Header: 2 [EC Lock _fAnaloeg

Dirplay ticking Clock?

ELIT]  [wiHE] JCARCL]OF

 

      
Press \ENTER|ENTER| to return to the home screen.

 

 

SET TIME AnD DATE

TiHe: BE:25:44 PM

 

To set the time and date:

  
Press (TIME)3JENTER] Date: 11-18-99 M-D-Y

This brings up the SET TIHE ARO DATE screen: Enter hour

EDIT

The cursorwill start on the hour setting. Just type the correct hourof the day, then [ENTER]. Next, type in

the minute, then (ENTER), then the seconds and [ENTER], etc. Notice that for the AM/PM setting, you can

8,LE a 24-hour (or military) time format, as well as AM or PM.

Do likewise for the date settings (pressing (») orto get to those fields): Enter the numbers of the

month, day and year at the appropriate fields. (Just the last two digits ofthe year are sufficient—yes the
HP 49G is Y2K compliant!)

The last field on the ratz line lets you Mildhow the date is formatted for display—either Honth-Day-vear
or bay, Henth, Year.

Press (ENTERJENTER] to return to the home screen.
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Alarms

 

 

SET ALARM

 

To set an alarm: Hessage:
Tine: 1:43:88 PM

Press (RJTIME]2JENTER] to get the SET ALARH screen: Date: 11-18-99
Repeat: Mone

This is where you enter all the various alarm parameters. [Enter “Hes=a3g" or « action =
(ECITf ||[CANCL]0K|

In the first field, you can enter a text message that will appear onscreen when the alarm is triggered. Then
enter the exact time and date ofthe alarm.

  
 

 

  

REE 1 a
Noticethe final two fields (bottom line): You can opt to let the |He5=| 2
alarm Repeat (from O to 10 times) at a regular interval. You pone : |
specify thatinterval (if the kepeat field is non-zero) in the |porgEE
atari repeat unit field, to the right. 2 +

Ente   

 

When you are done, hit [ENTER] to return to the stack.

To acknowledge an alarm:

While an alarm is sounding—it will beep for about 15 seconds—the message (if any) will display. If you

acknowledge the alarm by pressing any key during this time, the beep will stop, the alarm annunciator, ¢?,

will turn off, and the message will be deleted.

If you don't acknowledge the alarm during this time, the message will disappear but not be deleted. And if

the alarm is non-repeating, the annunciator will stay on to indicate that you have an alarm thatis now past

due. To view past due alarms, press (TIME) and select reuze atarns... (You'll need to delete a past due

alarm using MAA before the ¢) will turn off.)
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Lists

Lists operate differently depending on the operating mode (RPN or Algebraic). This chapteris split into two

sections, one for RPN mode, one for Algebraic mode, with identical examples in each, for comparison.

A quick reminder on modes (press (MODE): Thefirst field on the screen is the operating Hedz. For the next

3 pages,this mode must be Eri; for the section following that, it should be algebraic. To adjust this mode,

highlight that field with the cursor, press IEE, select the desired mode, and or IIT. There's

one other mode to check atthis point, too (good foreither section below). At the CALCULATOR HODES screen,

press INEM. The _nuneric field on this cas HepES screen should be checked. IF it isn't, use the arrow keys
to highlight the blank and press Then and again, and you're ready.

Lists in RPN Mode

Entering and Storing Lists

In RPN, lists are enclosed by braces, £ 2, and the elements are separated by spaces or commas. For exam-
= =ple, suppose youwanted to put thelist£ 1 2 2 4 5 X onto the stack. You would press (al{}) to get

a set of braces, then type the elements in order, separating them with spaces or commas—say, spaces here:
(1)sPC)(2)sPC)(3)SPC)(4JSPC)(5). Then you'd just press
 

With the list now at level 1 of the stack, you can now store thislist, if you wish. Suppose you wantto store it

in a variable named L1. Type: Both list and name will disappear from the stack, but

they're not lost: Press to see a menu of all yourstored variables. There, on the left side, you should

now see a menu item, IESE. If you “press” this “key” (i.e. press the key directly beneath it), this

invokes the name L 1 and puts its value on the stack; you'll see thelist L 1 2 3 4 5 2 onlevell
  

 

You can also use the interactive stack to enter a list. Try it: Press (2JENTER)(4)JENTER) JENTER]) (8JENTER]
(SJENTER]. Now press (aNCaNAN so that you're pointing to the line containing 2, the first ele-

mentin your soon-to-be list. Now press then and finally You'll now have a freshly-

made five-element list on level 1. Now store this list in a variable named L2:

Editing a List

You can also edita list in the interactive stack. For example, to edit your L2 list so that the final elementis

18 rather than 9: Press to put a copy of the list back on the stack. Now use the Za key to start
the interactive stack, then pressEd0l £{ 2 4 6 8 9 7 will appear on the command line. Now you
can use (4) and ») to move around and the (#) key to delete. Change the ¥ to a 18, then to
end the edit. Don't forgetto store this new version back into L.2—atthis point, it’s only on the stack!
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Computational Examples with Lists in RPN Mode

To perform an arithmetic operation on two lists, they must be of the same length, because the operation is

performed between each pair of corresponding elementsin the two lists, with a new list of the same length

as a result. If you do an arithmetic operation on a list and a number, the result is a list obtained by distrib-

uting the operation of the numberwith each elementof the list. These examples use the listsL.1 and LZ

£12345 add 2 4 & 8 18 2) from the previous page.

 

Subtraction

12-L1 EEEE(-) {12345

L2-1 EE) { 1. 3. Te re 9. >

Multiplication

(L1)(L2) £2818 32 58 >

(L2)(.5) £1. 2. 2. 4. 5. 3

Division

12=L1 Fi EE £2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 3

12+2 EEE (2) (5) £1. 2. 3. 4, 5. =

Exponentiation

(L1)? £1. 4. 9. 16. 25. 2

(3)! £3. 9. 27. 81. 243. 3

LH £1. 4. 27. 256. 2125. 2

Addition

The key works differently than you'd expect. It concatenates (joins) two lists into one longerlist. To add

the respective elements of two lists, use the ADD command (under LIST in the (IMTH) menu, or simply

typed). Thus, either (&IMTH]3JENTER) (6JENTER)or (ALPHAJALPHAJA]DD]
ENTER) will resultin 3 & 9 12 15
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Commands Applied to Lists in RPN Mode

Lists can be used as inputs for single-argument commands. The output of such a command will be list

(with the same length as the input list) containing the outputs of the commandas it is applied component-
wise to the input list. For instance, pressing then will result in a list containing the sine of each

of the elements of L 1.

Lists can also be used as inputs for multiple-argument commands. For instance, the command ADD is a

command requiring two arguments, and one or both ofthose arguments may belists. For example,
(4JENTER) (ALPHAJALPHAJA]D)D) ENTER) will give you £ 5 6 7 8 9 I.
 

Of course, you can also define your own functions and commands that use lists as arguments (and

results)—they're very handy for many purposes. But be very careful with list arithmetic! Rememberthat
such arithmetic demands lists of matching sizes. And if you forget and use a + rather than ADD, you will
get concatenation (or an error) instead of the addition you intended.

Special List Operations in RPN Mode

Some built-in commands are specifically made to work on lists. You'll find these collected as the third sub-

menu in the menu underthe key. (In other words,press (QMTH[3)(ENTER)) This sub-menu offers

the following commands (and BGI appears here, too):

all IST gives the list offirst differences. That is, it subtracts the first element from the second, the second

from the third, and so on—resulting in a list one element shorter than the original:

£4 16 36 64 168 >HOWElgivest 12 28 22 36 2Q
J

ZLIST sums all list elements: © 12 28 28 3&5 EREgives FE.

MLIST multiplies all listelements: £ 1 2 3 4 5 HWE gives 128.

SORT arrangeslist elements in increasing order: £ 2 7 8 1 >Ellllgives{ 1 2 7 8 2.

REVLIST reverses list elements: £1 2 ¢ 23 [d3Mgivest 8 7 2 1 I.
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Lists in Algebraic Mode

(A reminder here to revisit the CALCULATOR HODES screen, via MODE) and make sure that the oparating Hodes

field is set to algebraic for the next 3 pages.

Storing Lists

In Algebraic mode,lists are enclosed by braces, £ 3, and elements are separated by commas. (You can't
use spacesto separate list elements in Algebraic mode because this will be taken as implied multiplication

instead.)

For example, to enter £15 25 34 45 52 at the stack, you would press (al{}) to geta set of braces, then type
the elements,in order, separated by commas (12), then press

To storethis list in a variable named L 1, press the key then The calculator will dis-
play: AHS (1 2kL1. Now press

If you Look at your variable menu (press (VAR), which shows you all the variables you have created, you

should see a new item, IMM, on the far left. Press this menu “key,” (i.e. press the key directly
beneath ib), then YourL 1 list will be put onto the stack.

Now use the above procedure again to store the list £23 43 £3 53 9% into a variable named LZ:

Q0) (9) (ENTER) (STOMJALPHA[L)
 

Editing a List

To edit list in Algebraic mode, use the (a key to pointto a list on the stack, then press IEE. Thelist

will be copied to the command line. Atthis point, any keystrokes you make will be inserted on this line

(exceptthat you may use (XJ) and (_® to maneuver through thelist, and (4) to delete characters).

Example: Change the final elementin listL.2 from to 18. Press ITEM,£2 and BETA. Now») over
to the right ofthe 9 and (#) (1J ENTER). Now you have the corrected version on the stack, but it's not yet

stored into the variable name, L2—don't forget this importantfinal step! ALPHA ENTER
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Computational Examples with Lists in Algebraic Mode

When you perform an arithmetic operation on twolists, they must be of the same length. The result is a list
of the component-wise results of the operation. An arithmetic operation on a list and a numberresults in a

list obtained by distributing the operation of the number to each element ofthe given list. You cannot per-

form these operations using only names;at least one list must be given on the command line or by ANS.

These examples use listsL.1 andLZ2 ({1, 233, 4,5% and {25 4, 6,8, 183), stored previously:

Subtraction

L2-L1 EN(ENTER) (=) IEW (ENTER) {1:25344,35%

1L2-1 BEN (ENTER) (—) (1) (ENTER) {1.033.035.3709

Multiplication

(L1)(L2) £2,8,18,32,563

(L2)(.5) BF(ENTER) (X) (5) (ENTER) +l. PR PRC vd, er

Division

12=L1 BEN (ENTER) (=) IDEN (ENTER) (2se s2us2as2.2

L2=2 EM(ENTER) (=) (2) (ENTER) tls 3aadaaS.

Exponentiation

(L1)? £1.54.59.,16.,25.%

3)" {3.39.127.381.,243. 3

LD £1.44.527.:256.,3125. 2

Addition

The key worksdifferently than you may expect. It concatenates (joins) two lists into one longerlist. To

add twolists together component-wise, use the ADD command (found under LIST via the key, or

simply typed). Thus (ENTER) (ALPHAJALPHA] AD)DJALPHA) (&)() 2)
will result in £3. s 6.539.212. 5 15. ¥. ADD will not work on two list variable names.
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Commands Applied to Lists in Algebraic Mode

Explicitly stated lists (i.e. not just their names) can be used as inputs for single-argument commands in

Algebraic mode. The output of such a command will be a list (with the same length as the inputlist) con-
taining the outputs of the command applied component-wise to the input list.

For instance, pressing ENTER) (SINJ4)ANS] (ENTER) will resultin a list containing the sine of each of

the elements of L 1.

Lists can also serve as inputs for multiple-argument commands. For instance, the ADD command requires

two arguments, one or both of which can be Lists: (ENTER) (ALPHAJALPHAJ A]DJDJ ALPHA] (&]0)
(GQIANS) (2) (4) (ENTER) gives 5a 3 Eu 3 7a 5 8a 1 94 3

 

Lists are handy, but be careful when building and applying your own user-defined functions to lists. For

example,if the function contains a +, you may get concatenation (or an error) instead of addition.

Special List Operations in Algebraic Mode

Some built-in commands are specifically made to work on lists. These are found as the third sub-menu in

the menu. (Press(&QJMTH]3JENTER]) This offers the following commands (and ADD also appears
in this menu):

al IST gives the List offirst differences. That is, it subtracts the first element from the second, the second
from the third, and so on—resulting in a list one elementshorter than the original:

alLIST¢{4,16,36,64, 1002) ENTER) gives £12, 20, 28, 362.

ZL IST sums all list elements: ZLIST (£12.28. 5,28. 536. 3) gives 96.

TLIST multiplies all list elements: TLIST ({1,2,3,4,53) gives 120.

SORT arranges list elements in increasing order: SORT C{2y 7382132 gives C1325 7283.

REVLIST reverses list elements: REVLIST({1,2, 7,83) gives £33 Fs 25 13.
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Vectors and Matrices

You can enter vectors and matrices right at the stack in either RPN and Algebraic mode, but there's also a

special application called the Matrix Writer that simplifies your data entry.

Entering Matrices using the Matrix Writer

To begin using the Matrix Writer, press (QMTRW). You'll see a screen that looks something like a spread-
sheet. Press Notice that this menu item is a toggle: one press will put you into vector mode i.e.

becomes IM); another press will take you out of it—back to matrix mode (i.e. becomes
BTEE. For this example, you'll need to have the Matrix Writer in vector mode (so should show).

Next, you need to decide whether you want a row vector or a column vector. The two softkeys and

determine the direction the cursor will move after you enter each element. Press IFT, if neces-

sary to activateit (i.e. to changeit to IHRE).

Now you're ready to enter data. At this point, your screen

should look like this:

 

 

Now press (1JENTER) (3JENTER] (3ENTER),

Nothing to it, right? Notice that you can change the calculator display viaECF and EHE. To make each
column wider (but see fewer of them), press IEHIES; to see more (narrower) columns, press ECFA. The width
of the columns has no effect on the stored accuracy of the elements; it just allows more comfortable view-

ing for you.

Whatif you wantto edit an existing vector or matrix? In the Matrix Writer, you just select an element by mov-

ing the highlight (using the arrow keys). For example, highlight row 1, column 2 (which should have a 3) and

press IXEHN. The command line appears, with the current value that you can now edit. And your editing

options aren't limited tojust deleting and replacing individual values. Press to see the rest ofthe edit-

ing menu, with items that allow you to add or cut a row or column, or place a single elementonto the stack.

When you finish entering or editing with the Matrix Writer, just press ENTER] to put the vector or matrix on

the stack.

RPN andAlgebraic Modes

Although they're entered similarly in either mode, vectors and matrices are manipulated quite differently in

RPN mode than in Algebraic mode. From here on, therefore,this chapteris split into two corresponding sec-

tions, with identical examples in each section.
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Vectors and Matrices in RPN Mode

First, you need to visit the modes screens to make sure that the machine's operating mode is RPN and the

CAS modeis set to Numeric. Press If necessary, BIH ken for the operating Hede field. ETM
that, then press and be sure that the _nuneric field on this screen is checked. (If not, highlight that
field and press EEA) Press IETIH and you're ready to go.

Entering and Storing Vectors and Matrices

A vector on the HP 49Gis indicated by brackets (the left shifted version ofthe key), with individual ele-
ments separated by commas or spaces.

 

For example, enter thevector [ 1 2 5 1: (II) (1)SPC)(2)SPC)(3JENTER). Now store this vectorinto

a variable named ¥1 by pressing (2' JALPHA[V]1] (STO®). Press and you'll have a menu item

called IEEERE. If you press that menu key, your vector, [ 1 2 3 1, will be put onto level 1 ofthe stack.

Try another. (You'll need these two vectorsin later examples.) Use the same procedure to enter the vector

[ =1 2 1 andstoreitinto a variable named v2. (Reminder: In RPN, you type to get—1))

V1 and V2 are examples of row vectors. A matrix on the HP 49G is a row vector made up ofrow vectors.

For example, the matrix [ . : ] isdenotedas [L1 21 [2 411].

Try entering this matrix by pressing (G1) (QJ1) (1IsPC)(2) (PD (GT) ENTER

Now store this matrix into a variable named M1 by pressing (2]_' JALPHA]M]1)(STO»).

OF course, you can also enter a matrix using the MatrixWriter. Press (69JMTRW) and be sure that the vector

| 2-1 i.
toggle is unchecked (IAM. Then enter the matrix , | |. Storethis into a variable named M2. (You
will use both 1 and M2 later.)

Editing a Vector or Matrix

Editing a vector or matrix on the interactive stack is easy. Simply press Za until you are pointing to the

entry you wish to edit, press IIT, use the arrow keys to navigate through the object. Any keystrokes will
be inserted at the cursor, and you can use the (¢) key to delete characters.

2 -1
Use this procedure now to change the matrix M2 to [ 91 | (Don't forget to store it back into M2!)
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Computational Examples with Vectors and Matrices in RPN Mode

These examples use the vectors %'1 and = and matrices 11 and M2 that you just stored.

Multiplication ofa vector by a scalar

3(V1) [ 26 9 ]

Addition oftwo vectors or matrices (with same dimensions)

[36 9]+Vl [ 4 812 1

M1 + M2 HiHZ [L 311
[ 1 1]o

o

Matrix multiplication (with compatible dimensions)

(M1)(M2) EEEEE(X) [[ -2 1 1
[ -2 1 11

(M2)(M1) EEBE(X) [[ -1 @ ]
[ 18 1]

Multiplication ofa matrix and a vector (so long as the dimensions make it possible).

(M2)(V2) EE EE [ -4 4 1]

Matrix inversion

M1)! BE(Vx) [[ -2 1 1
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Special Vector and Matrix Commands in RPN Mode

The HP 49G offers a wide variety of commands for vectors and matrices—only a small sample are dis-

cussed here—which you can find by pressing or by simply typing the command names from the

keyboard. (In general, typing a command name on the command line followed by will result in that

command being performed on object(s) on the stack.)

For example,to find the magnitude of V1 (using the ABS command) you could press

or you could type (ALPHAJALPHAJA]BJS)

Dotproduct oftwo vectors

 

[4 5]+V2 (QY(4)IsPC)(5) ENTER)EEN (GIMTH[ENTER) (2JENTER) 6.

Cross product oftwo vectors

 

[4 51x V2 (Qlt](4JsPc)(S) ENTER) BREME (QMTHENTER)BJENTER)  [ @ @ 13. 1]

The transpose ofa matrix

 

M1 MTH)2)ENTER) (ENTER) (3JENTER) [LC 1.
r
~

M
a

£
2

( (

The determinant ofa matrix

 

IM2l BCE (GIMTH]2)ENTER) (2)ENTER) (8JENTER) a.
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Vectors and Matrices in Algebraic Mode

For this section (the next 3 pages), re-visit the CALCULATOR HOBES screen now (press MODE) and set the

operatina Heds to Algebraic. Then visit the cas Hopes screen (press BEER) and ETH the _nuneric field
if it's not checked already. Then BETH and you're ready to go.

Entering and Storing Vectors and Matrices

A vector on the HP 49G is indicated by brackets (<3) with individual elements separated by commas.

Although thefinished result will appear with spaces, you can’t type spaces to separate vector or matrix ele-

ments in Algebraic mode, because they will be taken to mean implied multiplication instead.

For example, to enter the vector [1 2 21, press (II) (1D) (212) (22)J (ENTER). Now store this vec-

tor in a variable named1 by pressing ALPHA[ V]1] (ENTER), You should now have a menu item la-

beled (press if necessary, to see your variables menu). If you press that menu key, then
ENTER), you'll see the vector [1. 2. 3.1 appear on level 1 of the stack.

Repeatthis procedure in order to store the vector [=14 21 into a variable named2. You will use both of
these vectors later.

“1 and /2 are examples of row vectors. A matrix on the HP 49G is a row vector made up of row vectors.

For example, the matrix [ . : ] is indicated on the HP 49G as [[1, 2] [3, 41].

Try entering that. Press (GJ) (G)1]) ROE Now store it in a vari-

able named M1:

Of course, you can also enter a matrix using the MatrixWriter. To do so, press (9[MTRW] and first make sure

that the toggle is off (i.e. thatit's not ).

Now enter the matrix [ : B ] . Storethis into a variable named M2—you’ll use it later.

Editing a Vector or Matrix

Editing a vector or matrix on the interactive stack is easy. Simply press Za until you're pointing to the

entry you wish to edit, and press BA%:lB Then use the arrow keys to position the cursor; any keystrokes will

be inserted at the cursor (except (4), which deletes characters). Use this procedure now to change the matrix

stored in M2 to [ > | Then don't forgetto store it back into M2!
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Computational Examples with Vectors/Matrices in Algebraic Mode

These examples use the vectors %'1 and #2 and the matrices M1 and M2 that you just stored. Note that

you can't perform operations on two list names; at least one ofthe lists must be explicitly given on the com-

mand line—or implicitly stated by the AHS variable.

Multiplication ofa vector by a scalar

3(V1) [2.:6.59.]

Addition oftwo vectors or matrices (with the same dimensions)

[3,69]1+V1  [3,6,91()EEE ENTER) [4..8.,12.1

M1+M2 ECF (ENTER) (+) BERR (ENTER) [[3.,1.1
[1.,5.1]

Matrix multiplication (with compatible dimensions)

MDM2) ECE (ENTER) (X) EEE (ENTER) [[-Z.,1.1
[-2.51.1]

M2)M1) EEE (ENTER) (X) CFE (ENTER) [[-1.,8.]
[1.,3.11

Multiplication ofa matrix and a vector (with compatible dimensions)

(M2)(V2) ECF (ENTER) (X) BITE (ENTER) [4.4.1]

Matrix inversion

MD [[-2.51.1
[1.5,-.211
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Special Vector and Matrix Commands in Algebraic Mode

The HP 49G offers a wide variety of commands for vectors and matrices, only a small sample of which are

discussed here. You'll find these commands via the key, or you can type them from the keyboard.
In general, a command name on the command line, followed by an explicit reference—ora reference via

the ANS variable—to a vector or matrix as the argumentin parentheses, will produce the result of the com-
mand being performed on the given vector or matrix.)

For example,to find the magnitude of1 (using the ABS command) you either
do this: (ENTER) (6q]MTH) (ENTERJENTER) (<5)ANS) (ENTER),

or this: IEIFEE (ENTER) (ALPHAJALPHA[ A]B]S|69]O) (69)ANS) (ENTER

 

 

Dot product of2 vectors

  

DOT C[4 51,42) BER (ENTER) (GMTHJENTER) (2)ENTER)
EOE)EODE](GANS) [ENTER] T

n
=

Cross product of2 vectors

  

CROSS ¢[4 S1,¥2> IEEE (ENTER) (G[MTH[ENTER) (3JENTER)
GOEDELI(G[ANS) ENTER) [8. 8.513. 1]

Transpose ofa matrix

  

 

 

 

TRH CML» (ENTER) (&9]MTH) (2ENTER) (ENTER) [[1..3.]

(ENTER) (69)ANS) (ENTER) [2.54.1]

Determinant ofa matrix

  

DET (M22 BEE (ENTER) (<9)MTH) (2]ENTER]) (2)ENTER)
(ENTER) (69)ANS) (ENTER) @.
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Statistics

The HP 49G offers you three different groups of powerful statistical features: single-variable, two-variable,
and inferential.

Single-Variable Statistics

Press to bring up the statistics choose box. Select the single-uar.. option and press to go

to the SINGLE-VARIAELE STATISTICS input screen. The first field on this screen, labeled £oaT, is where you
enter the matrix of data to be analyzed. (All of the statistical routines work with the matrix named ZDAT.)
Highlight this field and press III. This takes you to the Matrix Writer environment

 

 

  

As a first exercise, enter the planetary data from the table here. The Feriod fooansoar

first data column contains the period of revolution of each ofthe nine )

planets (Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, Uranus, 2 po

and Pluto), measured in Earth years. The second column containsthe 1 1

mean distance from each of the planets to the Sun, measured in astro- 1.881 1.574

nomical units. (I au = the Earth's mean distance from the Sun) 11.862 5.203
29.458 9.539

84.013 19.183
For convenient entry, note that you can set either mode (to 164.794 30.058

enter the data by row) or mode(to enter by column). 248.430 39.519  
 

After entering the last element, press once more to return to the SINGLE-YARIAELE STATISTICS input

screen. Now set the tet field to 1, so that the statistics will be computed for the first column of your data—
the periods of revolution. Next,set the Tupz field to Samp le. (After all, your data are not complete; there

are other objects, such as asteroids and comets,that also orbit the sun.)

Now check all of the blanks for these statistics:

-Hean the arithmetic average ofthe data

-5td Dau the standard deviation of the sample or population

Variance the variance of the sample or population

-Total the sum ofthe data

~HaxiHuH the largest data value

~HiniHuH the smallest data value

Press to compute the statistics. On the stack, you'll find the values of all the statistics you request-

ed. (You may have to use Za\ to see them.) Now go back to the SINGLE-VARIAELE STATISTICS input screen
once more (ENTER), change the cs 1. field to 2 and compute likewise all the samestatistics for the

second column, the planets’ mean distances from the Sun.
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AboutZDAT

Press and notice the menu item ITH. ZDAT is now stored in the current directory. ZDAT is a matrix
that you can manipulate just like any other (or store a copy ofit, by putting its contents onto the stack and

storing them into anothervariable name). But the name ZD*AT is reserved—don't useit to store other types
of objects—as the HP 49G’sstatistical features always use the contents of ZDAT for statistical data.

One other note: You don't need the (2 [STAT] environmentto enter data into ZLAT. You can also start the

Matrix Writer right from the stack, enter data,then store it into ZDAT yourself (i.e. STO» ZDAT (ENTER).

Frequencies

Sorting data into bins is anothersingle-variable procedure. Press ((2[STAT), then select the Frequencies. .

option (or press (2)), then (ENTER), This will take you to the FREQUERCIES input screen.

Notice that the zpaT field is again the first item, and it should still contain whatever data were there previ-

ously (in this case, the planet data)—no need to mess with it. Select the cat field to 2, if it's not already.
Then set the #-Hinfield to 1, the Bin Count field to 3, and the kin Hidth field to 18. These settings instruct
the calculator to sort the data in column 2 of ZDAT (the planets’ mean solar distances) into 3 bins with a
width of 10, starting with a value of 1. In other words,the bin intervals are [1,11), [11,21), and [21,31).

Now press to do the actual sorting. You'll find the results displayed on the stack in the form of a

matrix (on level two) and a vector (on level one). In this case, the matrixis [[L4.J01. 101.11, indicat

ing the frequencies of data in each of the bin intervals: 4 entries are in the interval [1,11), 1 entry in the inter-

val [11,21), and 1 entry in the interval [21,31). The vector [2. s 1. 1 means that 2 of the entries are less

than the #-Hin (1); and 1 entry is greater than or equal to the upper bound of the last interval(31).

Histograms

A graphical way to display single-variable data is by a histogram. Press to go to the PLOT SETUP

screen. Use to set the plot type to Hiztearan. Notice that the £oaT field still contains your now-famil-
iar planet data. Set the cat field to 2, and you're finished with this screen. Press (ENTER), which will store
these settings and send you back to the stack.

Now press (QJWIN). This brings up the FLAT WINDOH - HISTaGRAN screen, where you can now inputthe fol-

lowing horizontal and vertical view intervals and the bar width: H-vieu: a 46

V-View: -1 v
Bar Hidth: 18

Once you've donethat, just press THI ETAT to generate the histogram. Notice that you can then press
and move the cursor around with the arrow keysto investigate this plot.
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Two-Variable Statistics

Statistics relating to one or both columns of data can be computed using summary statistics. Press (STAT
and select the sunnairy stats... option.

At the sUHHARY STATISTICS input screen, you'll see the £0aT field, as usual (still containing your planetary

data). You'll also see fields for #-cat and ¥-Cat. Set these to 1 and 2, respectively.

You can select (by checking, E&tildl) any combination of these six summary statistics:

-z% The sum ofthe data in the x-column

-EY The sum ofthe data in the y-column

-z#2 The sum ofthe squares of each of the values in the x-column

-z¥2 The sum of the squares of each of the values in the y-column

~z#¢ The sum of the products of each x-y data pair

-nt The numberofdata pairs

After you selectthe statistics you want, you just press BI, and thosestatistics will be computed and dis-

played on the stack.

Fitting a Model to Data

Two-variable statistics allow for the investigation ofrelationships between variables. For example, with your

planetary data, you might ask: Is there any relationship between the period ofrevolution of each of the

planets, and its mean distance from the Sun?

Press and select the Fit data. option. Atthe FIT baTh input screen, you'll find the usualfields:

£DATA, %-CoL and Y-Col. These latter two field values specify the column numbers of ZDATA that will serve
as the independent (:-c«t) and dependent (¢-C«1) variables. In this case, they should be set to 1 and Z,

respectively.

The last field on this screen is Hada, which selects the mathematical model, to use as a fit for the data:

Linear Fit Returns the best-fitting expression of the form b+mu.

Logarithmic Fit Returns the best-fitting expression ofthe form b+aln(x).

Exponential Fit Returns the best-fitting expression of the form ce®+,

Fower Fit Returns the best-fitting expression of the form ax”.

Best Fit Chooses the above option thatfits the data the best.
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After you choose a model,there are two things you can do. If you press IEAAM, x and v fields will appear.

You can enter a value into one ofthese fields, highlightthe other, then press IAI. The calculatorwill then

compute the value ofthe highlighted field that is computed (by the selected model) using the value in the

otherfield. If you press BUM the HP 49G will display the best fitting expression of the model selected,

along with the Cart=1at ion and the Caviar i ance with respect to that model.

 

A word about the Cartel at ion value. With theLinear Fit model selected, the Corel at ion

value is the linear correlation coefficient, a measure of how linear the datais, which is a real number rang-

ing from —1 to 1. A value of—1 indicates a perfectlinear relationship with negative slope; 1 indicates a per-

fect linear relationship with positive slope; and 0 indicates a complete lack of any linear relationship. If the

model selected is notlinear, the calculator then computes a correlation on the linear transformation ofthe

data, so that, again, the value of the Cotte 1 at ion reported by the calculator indicates how well the

selected model typefits the data.

Try applying aFower Fit model to the planetary data... Notice how close the correlation is to 1, and

look at the powerfit expression itself. (You may have to (a up to it and press to see the whole

thing.) Notice that the exponentis very close to 2/3. This is an illustration of Kepler's third law, which states

that the cube of the mean radius divided by the square of the period of revolution is a constantfor all
objects in the solar system. This law was discovered around 1600!

Scatterplots

A scatterplot is a useful graph for analyzing two-variable data. Press to go to the FLOT ZETUF

screen, highlight the Typfield, press MEIH, and select scatter. (The contents of the £baTs field should
contain your planet data.)

You specify the independent and dependent variables in the cuts field. The first number identifies the col-

umn to plotted by the horizontal axis—the independent variable—setthis to 1. Set the second numberto

2, which will plot the second column ofZDHT by the vertical axis—the dependent variable. Make sure that
H-Tick and ¥-Tick are set to 18 pixels, then press to saveall these settings.

Now press and enter the following values to match the data: H-vien: © 234

Y-Vigu: —3 48

Press HE KTTTH to generate the scatterplot... Notice that one of the menu items beneath the scatter-
plot is EXLMIA. Pressing this will superimpose a “perfect-fit” curve for the current model. All of the options
available in a function plot, such as tracing, rootfinding etc. can now be applied to this curve. (Bear in mind

that if you use any ofthese options, the plot type is actually changed to Furictior, and the current

model expression is placed in Ef.)

Press \CANCEL] to return to the FLT WINDoH screen, then (CANCEL) again to get back to the stack.
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Inferential Statistics

The HP 49G offers two typesofinferentialstatistics: confidence intervals and hypothesis testing. In either

case, you have the following six options:

Z-statistic, 1 pu Forinference about the mean of a population of known standard deviation (G,,,,).

Z-statistic, tu; —4, For inference comparing the meansof two populations with known G,,,,'s.

Z-statistic, 1 P For inference about a single population proportion.

Z-statistic, 1 P,—P, Forinference comparing two population proportions.

T-statistic, 1 u For inference about the mean of a population of unknown G,,,.

T-statistic, 1, —u, For inference comparing the meansof two populations with unknown G,,,'s.

HypothesisTesting

Suppose that you toss a coin 10,000 times and it comes up heads 5072 times. You suspect that the coin

may be biased toward landing on heads. Test this hypothesis at the o. = 0.05 level. Press (2JSTAT] and

choose the Hypath. tests... option.

Then, since you're testing a single proportion, select 2-te=t, 1 F. Input these settings: H, =.5

x =5072

n = 10000

o = 0.05

Press IETOM, this brings up the Alternative Hypothesis choose box. Select the n > .5 option and press

BETHThe calculator will display the results ofthis test: Accept Hy, along with some details such as the z-

score associated with this proportion, the P-value ofthe test,the critical z-score, and the critical x-value that

marks the boundary ofthe reject region.

Press [TILA to see a graphical display ofthis test result with the reject region identified.

Press for a general description ofthis hypothesistesting procedure.
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Confidence Intervals

A manufacturer of laundry detergent packages the detergent in 5-pound boxes. To check the filling

machine, they took a sample of 1219 boxes and weighed them. The average weight of this sample was 5.05

pounds, and the sample standard deviation was 0.02 pounds. What is the 99% confidence intervalfor the

population mean weight of the boxes?

Press (STAT) and choose cenr. Interval. Then, since you want a confidenceintervalfor a single popu-

lation mean, and you have only a sample standard deviation to work with, select the T-Int, 1 u option.

Now inputthese settings: ¥ =5.02
s, =.02

n=1219

C=.99

Press The 99% confidence intervalfor the population mean will be displayed.

Press [Hid to see a graphicaldisplay ofthis confidence interval.

PressLil3%# for a general description ofthis confidence interval procedure.
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